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PREFACE 

This docWDent, entitled "Industrial Policy and Institutional 
Adjustment - Terminal Report•, has been prepared by the project 
managers, consisting of National Project Director Ms. Mariamo 
Carimo of the Ministry of Industry and Energy, Government of 
Mozambique and Chief Technical Advisor Paulo R. Hamester on 
behalf of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. 

It must be acknowledged that the preparation of this 
docWDent has greatly benefitted fro• the permanent support and 
supervision of Mr. Italo o.c. Fr.l!lquelli, former CTA of this 
project until 31 December 1991 and currently UNIDO Country 
Director in Mozambique. 
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CHAPTER I 

DEVELOPllEll'I' PROBLBll 

The independent state of MozaJlbique adopted at its inception on 
25 June 1975 a centrally planned fora of econoay. The previous, 
colonial economy suffered from the abrupt transition because of 
a nwaber of factors, both internal and exogenous, with the final 
result of a GNP decreasing in 1986 to a third of its 1973 value, 
although a nwaber of improvements i~ the social sector deserve 
to be ack:iowledged. The economy has been managed since then by 
yearly economic plans with rigid allocation of resources. 

According to the original Project Docwaent, industrial 
activity in Mozallbique during the late eighties had fallen to its 
lowest output level after a recovery froa 1977 on, abruptly 
stopped in 1981. During that year a systematic economic decline 
process started, of which the main causes -internal and external 
- ref er to depletion of foreign exchange reserves, general 
insecurity and attacks from armed bandits, natural disasters 
which led to destruction of crops, particularly cashew nuts for 
export, the exhaustion of the cattle strength and the steady 
decay of the economic infrastructure. 

Within such a framework, the industrial park of Mozambique 
saw its capacity utilization decline to less than 25%, due to 
lack of raw materials, spare parts, capital equipment renewal and 
upkeep. The industrial sector which contributed 22. 3% to GDP, saw 
its participation diminish to 12.8% in 1985. 

The industrial sector was thoroughly described and analyzed 
in the UNIDO study produced in October 1987 under project 
DP/MOZ/85/014. 

The first sustained effort to produce a restructuring of the 
economy was initiated in 1981 with the formulation of the 1981-
1990 development plan. The goals pointed out in it showed high 
growth rate of GNP -- 17% annually --, and high increases in 
agricultural and industrial production. The plan did not reach 
its targets and shortly after its launching, its execution was 
hindered by serious deficit problems. 

The huge fiscal deficits accumulated during the first five 
years of 1980 required radical adjustment measures to reorient 
the role of public finance: the issues have been mainly addressed 
through fiscal reform on the one hand and a more rigorous control 
of public expenditures on the other. 

Followed a series of 1:1conom.tc and financial measures to cope 
with the rapidly deteriorating situation. First, an Economic 
Action Plan (EAP) for 1984-1986 was drawn up in an attempt to 
stimulate private sector activities and to lift control of some 
prices. 



In January 1987, a Programme of Economic Rehabilitation (PRE 
1987-1990) was adopted, to which goals this project was expected 
to contribute. The PRE established a global economic policy 
comprising a series of measures (such as restraint in budget 
deficits, emission of money and award of credits; improvement of 
tax base and collection; prices reflecting actual costs; more 
freedom in setting wa9~s; institutional reform) aimed at: 

• increasing the farm output with special priority to the 
family fanning sector in order to satisfy basic demand, 
to promote agricultural exports and to assure supplies to 
the agro-industries; 

• rehabilitating the economic infrastructure (roads, rails 
and plants) with priority to the trade network, in order 
to restore productive activities; 

• mobilizing external resources channelled to the priority 
sectors. 

The process of industrial recovery would have to start in 
the urban centres (where most industries are found), subsequently 
spreading to the rural areas. The industrial rehabilitation plan 
for 1987-1990, an integral part of PRE, aimed to return the 
manufacturing industry to its 1980 level of capacity utilization. 
This would require an annual rate of increase in industrial 
production of 13% and foreign exchange resources for the purchase 
of raw materials, spare parts and machinery, estimated by the 
Government at some US$ 180 million per year, in average. 

In order to facilitate the implementation of PRE, the 
Government took in early 1987 a number of measures with respect 
to wages (which were more than doubled) , exchange rates (the 
metical was devalued), prices (the number of controlled prices 
was reduced, while the number of regulated prices was increased 
and guidelines were issued for price approval purposes), taxes 
(a tax reform was introduced which mainly affects consumers but 
also treats public and private sector enterprises alike for 
taxation purposes) , tax incentives (for local and foreign 
investors), interest rates (interest rates on loans and deposits 
were increased to reflect, but not yet to fully compensate for, 
inflation) and special attention was paid to the private sector, 
that was to be strongly supported and encouraged - a policy in 
force since the IV Frelimo Congress (April 1983). 

This recovery programme and the measures now put forward by 
the Government actually fall into three categories: i) macro
economic; ii) institutional and industrial policy changes; iii) 
a rehabilitation programme with a strong external funding 
component and supported by technical assistance. 

The specific goals of PRE have not been reached yet, and it 
was deemed necessary to introduce some adjustments to urgently 
cater to the social needs seriously affected by the civil war. 
As a result of that reorientation, PRE was reformulated as the 
Economic and Social Rehabilitation Programme (PRES). 
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Within this context the first Triennial Investment Plan 
(PTIP) and the Triennial Financial Plan (Pt""T) were elaborated, 
initially for 1990-1992 but also as rolling plans. In mid-1991 
the second PTIP and the PFT for the period 1991-1993 were 
formulated. Both plans constitute for the Government the main 
instrument of economic management. 

This project was part and parcel of a series of pipeline 
projects geared to rehabilitating the industrial fabric and 
creating a national capacity to manage the industrial development 
process. Furthermore, a number of bilateral industrial programmes 
were initiated at ~e same time. 

Despite the changes triggered in 1987 within the Programme 
of Economic Rehabilitation (PRE), the policy framework of the 
industry is still rigid and often inadequate. The lack of a 
detailed assessment of the most efficient industrial sub-sectors 
causes delays and bottlenecks in the implementation of 
rehabilitation and promotional programmes. 

In this context, the situation can be characterized by the 
following statements: 

the PRE initiated in January 1987 paves the way to an 
increasingly market-oriented economy, to which the 
industrial sector is ill-prepared due to its obsolete 
policy set-up; 

• only a preliminary knowledge exists of the most efficient 
industrial sub-sectors and related sets of enterprises to 
be rehabilitated, as well as of the medium and long-term 
goals for industry; 

there still is a strong dependence on external policy 
advise; 

. no more than a preliminary analysis is presently 
available regarding an adequate institutional set-up for 
the industrial sector. 

The above-mentioned constraints were clearly stated in the 
industrial sector survey carried out by UNIDO through project 
DP/MOZ/85/014. The Government contributed to the elaboration of 
the survey, and fully shares its conclusions. 
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CBAPl'ER II 

OUTPUTS PRODUCED AllD PROBLEMS EllCOUll'l'ERED 

The project was designed to identify and implement priority 
measures, to draft an industrial development programme at 
medium/long term (10/15 years) and to prepare and implement a 
number of institutional adjustments related to industrial 
development. 

Upon the successful completion of the project, the following 
situation was expected to materialize: 

• a full-fledged national development programme will be 
made available, encompassing industrial policy measures 
and instrwaents for rehabilitation and promotion of 
efficient enterprises: 

• the most efficient industrial sub-sectors and segments 
thereof will be identified, allowing for a better 
allocation of financial and manpower resources: 

• medium- and long-term industrial development priorities 
and promotional programmes will be drawn up; 

• national capabiliti2s will be created to plan, execute 
and monitor industrialization and rehabilitation 
programmes with much less external input ttan at present; 

• and finally, recommendations will be formulated towards 
a more efficient institutional framework for the 
industry. 

The development objective of the project is to increase 
industrial capacity utilization and to delineate policies 
allowing for an efficient allocation of resources - financial and 
human - to the most deserving industrial su~-sectors. 

The scope of the project can be sketched as follows, in 
terms of its immediate objectives, outputs and activities: 

Immediate objectives 

1. Preparation and implementation 
of industrial policy 

2. Draft industrial development 
programme at medium/long term 
(10/15 years) 

J. Preparation and implementation 
of institutional adjustments 

TOTAL 

Outputs 

3 9 

3 8 

2 3 

8 20 
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Eight outputs were included in the original project 
document: 

1.1 - Industrial policy measures; 

1.2 - Organization and 
information system 
Energy; 

reinforcement of the industrial 
at the Ministry of Industry and 

1.3 - Guide for the investor in the Mozambican industry; 

2.1 - Strategic analysis of priority industrial sub-sectors; 

2.2 - Study of intra and inter-industrial relations; 

2.3 - Draft of a strategic programme of industrial developm£nt 
at medium/long term; 

3 .1 - Reformulation of the role of the Government in direct 
support to industrial enterprises; 

3.2 - Study of the instituti~ns and related resources necessary 
for industrial support and extension services. 

As of 31 December 92, the achievements under the three 
illllediate objectives stated in the project document are the 
following: 

1. PREPARATION AMP IMPLEMENTATION OF INPUSTBIAL POLICY. 

output 1.1 - Industrial policy J1e&Sures. 

With reference to output 1.1, as rec~mmend~d by the note 
included in the project document under this output, the Business 
Environment Study -BES, as well as other on-qoinq World Bank 
activities related to the industrial development of the country 
(Pre-appraisal and Appraisal Missions on the Industrial 

·Enterprise Development Project - IERP, and the Small and 
Medium-Scale Enterprise Development Project - SHEPP) were duly 
taken into account in our project. Also integrated into our work 
were the recommendations found in the Economic Policy Framework 
1990-92, prepared by the Mozambican authorities in collaboration 
with the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, as well 
as the final report of the UHIDO-executed project PP/MOZ/85/014 
- Industrial Survey. 

Priority sub-sectors were then selected, and the study 
proceeded with clearly delineatinq the type of strateqic data to 
be collected for each specific sub-sectoral study on main plants, 
markets and other appropriate information. 

Durinq the very first year (June 1989 -May 1990) of its 
execution, the project ma11aqement strived to establish strong 
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linkages with the highest authorities of the policy-making as 
well as of the business community. These channels of 
communications were steadily utilized throughout the project 
lifetime, and will preswaably remain a legacy of the project. The 
project managers were proven right indeed when they argued from 
the start that preparing and implementing industrial policy 
measures calls for not only technical skills and technical 
suggestions and recollllendations, but is also (and mainly) very 
much contingent upon political decisions. Thus the ganeral 
guideline was adopted of strengthening linkages with all relevant 
decision-makers and, primarily, supporting the Ministry of 
Industry and Energy in all decisions related to the 
implementation of any specific measure. 

Assets towards future policy formulation and imple•entation 
are ( i) the work carried out by the project experts and 
consultants, (ii) the direct support given to MIE as aenti~ned 
before, and (ii) the linkages established with other branches of 
industry supervised by several Ministries and Secretaries of 
State. Furthermore (iv), the project staff has channelled the 
planning exercise this project represented into concrete actions, 
in order to simultaneously perform the functions foreseen for the 
future "Industrial Policy/Planning Cabinet• (successor of this 
Project) at the MIE, and to provide on-the-job training to the 
counterparts who would be called in due time to staff that 
Cabinet. 

Most of the policy recommendations formulated under this 
output were prompted by the consul tan ts responsible for the 
elaboration of the sub-sectoral studies. At the same time, it 
must be pointed out that the absence of a permane~t Industrial 
Economist (initially foreseen under post 11.02) resulted in 
limiting the capacity of the project staff to systematically 
assist the Government in this specific endeavour f which is 
regarded as the basis of a permanent function to be fulfilled by 
the future Planning Cabinet at MIE. 

As for the study and expected proposal of ways and means for 
property regularization, including privatization of a number of 
companies ("interventioned" and state owned), the project 
managers participated in the Enterprise Restructuring Committee 
of the MIE, from its creation in July 1989, until late 1990 when 
it was discontinued by the previous Minister of Industry and 
Energy in view of the central role played from then on by the 
Ministry of Finance (mainly through its Enterprise Restructuring 
Technical Unit - UTRE). In early 1991 the project was requested 
to assist the new Minister H.E.M. OCtavio Mutemba, under the 
umbrella of this activity, in setting up the Industrial 
Enterprises Restructuring Cabinet - GREI, to be located within 
the MIE with resources from the World Bank's "PREI - Industrial 
Enterprises Rehabilitation Project•. The terms-of-reference of 
the GREI were prepared by two national consultants, with the 
assistance of the project managers. The project had also the 
opportunity to contract in April 1991 a local lawyer to 
temporarily assist in tasks to be later on performed by GREI and 
to prepare a textual data base designed by the project to contain 
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all the country's business leqal framework (based on UNESCO's 
ISIS package). 

The study and preparation of different legal documents 
aiming at the implementation of industrial policy measures 
(privatization, joint-ventures, etc.), was initiated with the 
technical support of the two Mozambican leqal advisers during the 
first year of the project. This activity started with some 
preliminary studies needed to feed a textual data base and to 
adapt ISIS to the actual needs of the project. The original 
purpose was to store on a computer database the legal framework 
applicable to whatever corporate activity in Mozambique, while 
the creative work of develaping, adapting, discussing and 
proposing new legal texts would be introduced in due course. 

The textual data base is already built. It contains a 
sizable amount of references to various pieces of legislation, 
although its proper maintenance requires a periodical updating 
by experienced lawyers. In this respect, it is felt that the 
project would have benefitted from the external support of senior 
lawyers, be they national counterparts or international 
consultants. Unfortunately, they were not foreseen in the 
project document. 

output 1.2 - Organization and Reinforcement of the Industrial 
Information SysteJI at llIE. 

The information system was built on three data bases: 
DIRECTORY, STATISTICS AND LEGIS, and the preparation of the 
necessary software for its later upgrading was carried out. 

- DIRECTORY, a directory of industrial enterprises and 
industrial plants, is created under "Professional File" 
and contains data covering approximately 1,800 
enterprises and plants; 

- STATISTICS, a relational data base of industrial 
statistics, is built using "Paradox" and contains 
official data for industrial ~nd agricultural production; 

- LEGIS, a textual data base of relevant legislation, is 
based on "CDS/ISIS" and contains indexed records for 
about 900 summaries of legal texts. 

The project furthermore submitted a proposal of an 
"Industrial Information System" for the Ministry of Industry and 
Energy, taking into account the reorganization of the Ministry. 
The possibility of drawing a list with characterization of 
national industrial products to allow for a documented 
intervention from the MIE to the customs authorities on tariff 
relief for raw materials and intermediate goods was seriously 
hampered by the limited human resources available and 
consequently, the lack of access to needed information. 
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output 1.3 - Guide for tbe Investor in tbe Mozambican Industry. 

The project collaborated with GPIE (Foreign Investment 
Promotion Cabinet) in preparing a revised and comprehensive 
second edition of the Guide for Investors in Mozambique, with 
special emphasis of course to the revision and clarification of 
the chapters devoted to the i.1dustry. 

2. DRAFT INDUSTBIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME AT MEDIQM/LONG TERM 

output 2.1 - strategic analysis of priority 
industrial suD- sectors. 

For the preparation of a set of ten sub-sectoral studies, 
the prcject had prepared terms-of-reference which were 3pproved 
by the Government, the UNDP, the World Bank/IDA and UNIPO. Four 
of those studies were financed through a Government cost-sharing 
(with resources obtained via an IDA loan), namely Edible Oils and 
Soaps, Textile and Clothing, Packaging and Metal-working. Each 
study includes two parts: first a diagnosis and second a 
development strategy. The first part was carried out e:ieclusively 
by national consulting firms, while in the second they received 
the assistance of internationally recruited consultants. Six of 
these studies are now completed, namely: 

- Food Processing and Agro-industries; 
- Chemicals; 
- Edible Oils and Soaps; 
- Metallurgicals; 
- Textile and Clothing; and 
- Packaging. 

The study on the Metal-working sub-sector, recently started 
(October 1992), is slated for completion by May 1993. 

The last three studies (Building Materials, Forest 
Industries and Leather and Shoes) are to be started as soon as 
the Government succeeds in obtaining from a third party the 
necessary resources. 

Some technical problems were encountered by the project 
managers in the course of the work, due mainly to the weakness 
of the draft final reports prepared by the local consulting 
firms. Although the data collection phase had been properly 
conducted, the local consultants showed later on some difficulty 
to process and analyze these data, and to prepare final draft 
reports according to the guidelines provided by the project. 

This resulted in significant delays in the delivery schedule 
of this particular output, since the reports often had to undergo 
a substantial redrafting to ensure acceptable and sustained 
standards of quality. 

Another reason for delaying this output lied in the lengthy 
negotiations around the Government cost-sharing, and involving 
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the World Bar.k, the :Mozambican Government, UNDP and UNIDO. 
started early July 1989, they ended locally with the submission 
to UNDP New-York of revision "E" in mid-February 1990. This 
revision after approval by UNDP/HQ was finally signed on 04 May 
1990, including the cost-sharing agreement. Clearance of the 
bidding process, allowing for the concerned four studies to 
start, was only given by the World Bank in August 1991 (while 
approval f~r the Government to transfer the US$ 300,000 
cost-sharing to UNDP was given much later, with actual deposit 
done in February 1992). 

output 2.2 - Study of intra anrl inter-industrial relations. 

Tied as it is to output 2.1, the analysis of the most 
promising value chains ("filieres de production") or industrial 
sub-systems could only proceed from the sub-sectoral studies, 
after the first six final reports were made available to the 
project staff. However preliminary discussions on the scope and 
methodology of the analysis were held since the early stages of 
the project, and the efforts focussed on a synthesis and on the 
consistency with the results obtained from Output 2 .1. An 
input-output table had been considered unfeasible. The 
industrial specialization poles strategy was studied in-depth, 
and will be discussed herebelow as part of Output 3.2. 

output 2.3 - Draft of a strategic prograaae of industrial 
development at Jlediua/long tera. 

This Output depended on the completion of the two previous 
outputs 2.1 and 2.2. Yet without waiting for the formal 
conclusion of these preliminary outputs, a first version of a 
Long Term Industrial Development Programme was prepared. That 
Programme however could only partly meet the expectations of the 
project document, since the project had received the draft final 
reports for only six of the ten sub-sectoral studies foreseen in 
Output 2.1. This first version of the Programme incorporated 
nevertheless most of the ideas developed in the six studies then 
available, as well as most of the work done within the framework 
of IJllJ!lediate Objective 1, and all the conclusions formulated 
under Immediate Objective 3. It included furthermore all the 
idea:i:;-, suggestions and recommendations developed in the framework 
of the project pointing to a coherent set of policies, 
strategies, and institutions deemed essential for the country to 
see a long-term, self-sufficient industrial development process. 

The first version of the Long Term Industrial Development 
Programme was presented to, and discussed with, the Government, 
the private sector and banks in July 1992 in an seminar 
coordinated by ff. E. the Minister of Industry and Energy. In that 
event participated more than 130 persons. A similar presentation 
took place with representatives of the donor community in early 
August 1992, under the same chairmanship of H.E. the Minister of 
Industry and Energy. All the participants in both events 
received a copy of the set of slides (transparencies) used in 
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those presentations. Before these two presentations a private 
one was held at the attention of H.E. the Prime Minister, who 
requested " • E. the Minister of Industry and Energy and the 
project Managers to enlarge the number of participants in the 
discussions of all the new ideas brought by the Project. He 
stressed the need for involving in that process the Government, 
the private sector, the banking system anca the donor community. 

III. PREPABATIQN AHD IKPLEHEMTATION OF INSTITQTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS 

output 3.1 - Ref onmlation of the role of the Government in 
direct support to industrial enterprises. 

In addition to the work done by two national lawyers in the 
first year of the project, particularly within the framework of 
output 1.1, two UNIDO consultants produced detailed documents 
containing propositions on State-owned enterprises, their 
structures and management system, identification of their 
management problems and mapping their development needs. It has 
also been suggested a strategy for, and recommended an adequate 
management model to be adopted by, the State-owned enterprises 
of the Mozambican industrial sector. 

It has been suggested the creation by the Government of the 
SPE' s - Sociedades de Participa<;oes Empresariais do Estado, whose 
functions include: (a) in the long run, to hold, manage, plan 
and control the State financial participation in industrial 
enterprises; and, (b) in the short/medium term, to manage the 
industrial enterprises that are to be privatized, until the 
privatization process is fully completed. 

Another proposal, within the framework of a market economy 
system, suggests that MIE should play a new role in what it 
refers to the industrial sector, with new functions and a new 
structure. 

output 3.2 - Study of the institutions and related resources 
necessary for industrial support and extension 
services. 

Repair and #aintenance - The project has assisted a group of 
maintenance engineers from several industrial enterprises who 
built recently an Association of Repair and Maintenance 
Engineers. The person who led this process is Eng. Arlindo 
Moiane, one of the Mozambican counterparts of the project. At 
the request of the project managers, UNIDO HQs forwarded some 
studies and reports edited by UNIDO on this subject, as well as 
the bibliography of documents on that topic, available at the 
UNIDO library at Headquarters, in Vienna. The project has been 
aware of the intention to have established in Maputo a 
Mozambican-Swedish joint-venture for the purpose of assisting 
industrial enterprises in their Repair and Maintenance needs. 
In addition to those two initiatives, the project had foreseen 
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to bring an international consultant to assist in assessing the 
real needs of the industrial sector for repair and maintenance, 
as well as to devise a strategy for the development of this 
specialty. After several negotiations with the UNDP, it was 
decided due to financial constraints to cancel this mission, and 
to include the corresponding tasks in the Job Description of the 
international consultant to be fielded for the Metal Working 
sub-sectoral study. 

#anage.ant Development - The project conceived an "Industrial 
Management Development Programme", to be implemented and managed 
jointly by the private sector, the Government and the University. 
This Programme envisages to train 6,400 managers along the next 
10 years. The training opportunities to be offered range from 
short courses to graduate studies in the various areas of 
:management. 

Quality cont:rol - In this area the project assisted in the 
conception of the national Bureau of Standards, "Instituto 
Nacional de Metrologia, Normalizac;ao, Gerencia e Certificac;ao da 
Qualidade INNOQ" and in building the strategy for its 
imple:mentation along the first five years. A draft Decree was 
prepared and discussed with MIE, who approved it and sent it to 
the Council of Ministers for its formal endorsement. Upon its 
creation, INNOQ will need from the donor community an amount of 
approxi:mately US$ 6,100,000 to :meet its initial investment and 
operating costs over a five-year period. 

Local Consultancy - The project managers understood that the best 
way to assist the building of local consulting capacities should 
be through strengthening the few existing national consulting 
firms. As a first step, it was decided to involve local 
consulting firms in the preparation of diagnoses for the 
sub-sectoral studies. The assumption was that by allowing so:me 
local consulting firms to grow, the conditions would become :more 
favourable to retain in the country the best trained human 
resources. 

In addition to the four areas explicitly :mentioned in the 
original project Document, which were understood as examples of 
the needed institutions, Revision "I" ca:me to include the 
following issues for the project to deal with: 

Industrial property - The project assisted in the discussions 
leading to the establishment of the future "Instituto Nacional 
de Propriedade Industrial", jointly with staff me:mbers fro:m the 
World Intellectual Property Organization. The project provided 
full local support and assisted in the organization in 1991 of 
a seminar on Industrial Property with the participation of two 
WIPO staff members. WIPO sent to the Government a copy of a 
standard national law on Industrial Property and a document for 
a national body to be built. The project then allocated 
appropriate resources from its budget, at Government's request, 
to field a consultant to assist the Government in revising and 
adapting those two WIPO proposals to the Mozambican environment. 
Unfortunately, due to UNDP financial constraints along 1992, that 
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specific budget line was later deleted. UHDP suggested however, 
as a replacement, to request a TSSl aission in 1994 to consider 
the subject, but this TSSl proposal had not been approved until 
the date of this terminal report. 

Financial support - It was initially intended to field in a 
consultant whose Job Description aims at suggesting the 
Government ideas on the strategy to establish a strong financial 
institution (a development bank?) to back a long-tent and 
self-sufficient industrial developaent process. Such an 
institution should possibly include as well a venture capital 
coaponent. The consultant would also help design a single and 
strong financial institution geared to the development of aicro
and small-scale enterprises. Yet due again to financial 
constraints, this post was canceled in budget revision 'M' worked 
out in December 1992. The project however bas already raist!d, 
in several seminars with the private sector and t.he Govermaent. 
the issue of either building one or two coapletely new financial 
institutions or to adapt/transform/divide the •BPD - Development 
Popular Bank" to bet~er perform those functions, in addition to 
its traditional •savings bank• function. 

Indus'trial Specialization Poles - The project prepared an 
Industrial Location policy. The policy features an •Industrial 
Spatial De-concentration Progra11111e•, including the first ideas 
for implementing the future Export Processing Zones, in the Ports 
of Maputo, Beira and Nacala. It introduces furthermore the new 
concept of transforming the •transport corridors" of Liapopo (in 
the South), Beira (in the Centre) and Nacala (in the North) into 
"development corridors•. It suggest finally the opportu.~ity of 
using •pole-projects• ( agro-industrial and mining-industrial 
complexes) to de-concentrate industry and to assist in the 
longitudinal North-South national integration. 

Industrial Pollution Control - The project had aiaed to field a 
consultant that should assist the Government, jointly with UNEP, 
in building the basic national legislation to ensure that the 
long-term industrial development process, to be started as soon 
as peace was achieved in the country, would pay due attention to 
the risk of environment deterioration raised by growing 
industrial activity. Resources were duly allocated in the budget 
for that purpose, but unfortunately, due to UNDP financial 
constraints along 1992, this item was cut. UHDP suggested 
instead to have a TSSl mission in 1994 to consider the subject, 
which mission had not been approved by UNDP Hqs by the time of 
preparing this terminal report. 

Deregulation and Privatization - The project had resources to 
field a consultant for two months, to assist the Government in 
these two areas. Given the fact that the project had already 
assisted the Government in building GREI (with the main function 
ot coping with Privatizati~n issues within MIE), it was decided 
along 1992, to cut one man/month and to still field a consultant 
for one month to assist in the area of Deregulation only. Yet 
1ue to the financial constraints UNDP faced in 1992, this mission 
also was suppressed. In view however of the importance of 
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building an enabling environaent for a market economy to actually 
take place and for investlaents to flow into the country, and 
given the importance the Governaent attaches to this particular 
•ission, co..ensurate funds were included in the US$ 163,064 the 
Governaent is now trying to secure from a third party. 

Assis'tance to AI1IO - Jlozaabique Industrial Association - This 
component had not been originally included as part of this output 
in the project document. It was introduced through a revision 
done in aid-1990, after a UHDP proposal to the project managers 
to include in the project activities, given the iaportance of 
strengthening the private sector in order to build an enabling 
environment for the •arket econoay. AIMO was created in November 
1989, and required (and actually still needs) some assistance to 
formulate its long-term strategy. The project managers always 
thought that for the consultant to be fielded for this specific 
co•ponent, it was i•portant to have previously defined all the 
guidelines of the future Progralllle of Industrial Development. 
This mission was also cut, however, due to the financial 
constraints UNDP was facing in 1992. Considering the Government 
interest in havinq this co•ponent accomplished, it has also been 
included in the US$ 163,064 package the Government has submitted 
for third-party financing. 

rraining or llIB's Bu.man Resources - In addition to the on-the-job 
training tailored to the foreseen responsibilities and activities 
of the f orthcoaing Planning and Development Cabinet of the 
Ministry of Industry within a market economy environment, the 
project financed the overseas training of four lawyers from 
different branches of the Government in the area of Privatization 
and related topics. The project also supported the participation 
of the National Project Director in a training course on Project 
Elaboration, Evaluation, Financing and Management, offered by 
UNIDO at Turin (Italy). 
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CllAP'l'BR III 

AalIEVEllEllTS AGAINST DDIEDIATE OBJECTIVES 

I. INPUSTRIAL POLICY 

1.1 - 'l'b.e country's broad objectives in ter1ls of 
industrialization 

The Directives for the Industrial Policy e•anate fro• the 
national Constitution (30 November 1990) expressing the People's 
aillS in terms of the desirable guidelines for the country's 
development: 

- agriculture is the basis for national develop•ent 
(Art. 39); 

- industry is the •pushing factor• for the national econo•y 
(Art. 40). 

Once defined the role the industrial sector is expected to 
play, it is needed to orient the Industrial Policy so that it may 
concur to the objectives in creating the conditions for the 
sector to reach its targets. 

The role assigned to the industrial sector in the 
development process is too ambitious and complex. It is too 
ambitious because if the industry is to become the engine of 
growth, this means to locate every point of resistance (and 
resistance points affecting the industry actually extend far 
beyond the sector itself to spread over the entire economy) and 
to act on it, not only by neutralizing it but preferably by 
inducing its conversion into a pushing factor towards a common 
objective. It is complex because, despite the need to neutralize 
any inertia or resistance at any point of the system, often the 
appropriate administrative skills are not available in due time. 

Industry is expected to push the economy. Consequently, the 
purpose of a sound industrial policy must be to set up an 
enabling environment for the industry to meet its expectations. 

From the General Directive emphasizing the role of both the 
Agricultural and the Industrial sectors (section 1.1 below), the 
project proceeded with delineating priorities to guide the 
industrialization process (section 1.2), before formulating an 
integrated package of concrete measures (section 1. 3) to be 
undertaken in the short-to-medium term to ensure the most 
effective contribution of the industrial sector to the 
development endeavours of the country. 
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1.2 - Priorities 

Iaportant note: an effective cease-fire is an essential 
prere<lll:isite insofar as it is difficult to foresee the actual 
iapact of industrial incentives in a war econoay. Since the 
signature on 04 October 1992 of the Peace Aqreeaent featuring a 
coaplete cease-fire by 15 October 1992. one .ay reasonably 
consider that this basic assuaption has been aet. 

Therefore in such a context, the project suggested to the 
Governaent the following priorities for industrial development: 

Agi~indastries - The rehabilitation and development of agro
based industries reaains the cornerstone of the Industrial Policy 
due to historical factors, natural resources endowaents, the need 
to provide increased food supply to the population. This issue 
was duly e•phasized in the Constitution guidelines. 

Historical factors gave to the agro-industries a clear 
proainence in the industrial fabric, consequently generating a 
sort of cultural faailiarity with the activities specifically 
linked to this sub-sector, such as the upstream activities it 
relies on for raw •aterials, or the downstream activities it 
generates in the form of related services. Although in aany 
instances, the main agro-industrial activities did not extend far 
beyond the aere storage of agricultural products with a view to 
extending their conswaption ti•ing -- with therefore little 
ve lue-added in the process -- , these industries share the feature 
of possessing a considerable •otive power. They i•prove 
agriculture, as they provide raw materials for its products -
thus promoting industries that supply agricultural machinery and 
fertilizers and they activate the whole service 
infrastructure. Besides, as they use ( aost of the time) a 
little-sophisticated technology, they absorb a great deal of 
labour, thus beco•ing a type of industry that allows for the 
progressive adaptation (in a sJIOOth way) of the -- mainly 
unskilled -- labour force to the •ore demanding requirements of 
industrial activities. 

After measuring the availability and diversity of resources 
from the agriculture (tea, cotton, sugar cane, cashew nut, sisal, 
copra and soae cereals), it is easy to understand the importance 
of the agro-industries in Mozambique. Incentives for the 
production of several cultures mostly stem from the existence of 
agro-industries by which they can be transformed, preventing 
losses through deterioration and injecting value-added. 

An adequate food supply to the Mozambican population must 
be an immediate priority. Despite a significant discrepancy 
between the population needs and its actual purchasing power, the 
food supply system must be decisively equilibrated. 

The Mozambican New Supply System covered only 3lt of 
energetic needs in 1990 and guaranteed 688 Kcal/day, but the cost 
of its acquisition represented 102.3t of the minimum salary 
(Reference: Industrial Policy ' Institutional Adjustments, 



project report on Edible Oils and Soaps Sub-Sector, Vol.I page 
43, citing •studies of the Nutrition Sector•, Mozambique Ministry 
of Health). 

With the war coaing to an end and the ensuing return of 
agricultural activities to a Bl<>re syste.atic way, there is hope 
for an immediate increase of incoaes froa estates and services. 
Consequently, the population's average purchasing power is also 
expected to increase. 

Presently, agro-" ndustrial production can be encouraged, by 
aeans of stiaulating the supply of raw materials, and by 
sustaining the de.and for the products of the sub-sector. Given 
the Constitutional provision bestowing on the industrial sector 
the role of an engine of growth, the encourageaent of activities 
with trickle-down effects (typical case of agro-industries) aust 
be pursued to the largest possible extent. 

Inputs for agriculture - The first Constitutional guideline, that 
places the agricultural sector at the basis of developaent, 
automatically promotes as a priority issue the industrial secto~, 
at the same tiae supplying inputs to, and consuaing outputs froa, 
the agriculture. 

For the agriculture to be able to expand, it needs tools, 
equipments, fertilizers, fungicides, etc. Thus, the inputs 
required feature a considerable •pushing effect". Indeed, it is 
not only a matter of producing these goods to be utilized as 
inputs in the agriculture, but also of providing a whole range 
of connected services such as transport, distribution, storage, 
and co-ercialization altogether. One aust furtherllOre emphasize 
the fact that, owing to the very heterogeneity of the products 
to be utilized as agricultural inputs, the upstreaa effects are 
very far-reaching and clearly affect the whole of the industrial 
sector: the tools, equipments and aachinery are going to activate 
the aetallurgy and metal-working production, while the demand for 
fertilizers will stimulate the chemical industry. 

This way, accelerating the demand for agricultural inputs 
will trigger a series of other activities in the industry and 
connected services, with considerable multiplier effects. 

Pole projects - These are projects that, due to the kind of 
activities they try to develop, or even owing to the place where 
such activities must be impleaented, are able to accelerate 
economic development, and to multiply its benefits in the 
surrounding region. 

The proposal for implementing Pole projects links its 
concept to the use of potentialities already detected, that can 
increase their capability of providing dynami~ effects on 
industrial growth by means of appropriate incentives. 

More precisely, the proposals formulated by the project in 
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this respect include: 

• prollOting and assisting the conversion of the so far 
siaply transportation corridors (Nacala, Beira and 
Maputo) into full-fledged development corridors, an 
iaportant role to be played by industry: 

• activating the 
agro-industries 
transportation 
linkages: 

rehabilitation or the establishaent of 
in the areas confining with the 

corridors, as well as their rural 

• accelerating the localization of new industries of varied 
characteristics in the urban centers that currently are 
the terminals of the transportation corridors: 

• activating priaary activities, able to offer inputs to 
the agro-industries, in the vicinity of the 
transportation corridors, thus enhancing their 
contribution to agro-industrial developaent: 

• endowing the country with a proper transportation and 
co-unication network, aiaed in the long-run at covering 
the whole surface of the national territory; 

Bxport processing zones - •Activating the econoay and creating 
perspectives for a gradually increased absorption of technologies 
11<>re advanced than those available in the country• has been, as 
a rule, the aain reason for the establishment of Export 
Processing Zones in aany countries of the World. 

As far as Mozambique is concerneG, both llOtivations are 
attractive enough, as the r.ountry needs to utilize all available 
resources for reactivating its economy, and also requires to, 
gradually, start with industrial activities relying on more 
advanced technologies. one aust not however loose sight of the 
cost-benefit balance between the actual requir-eaents for the 
implementation of the Export Processing Zones (EPZs), and the 
expected benefits the country will ultimately derive fro• it. 
The conciliation of these two aspects is sometimes a hard task. 

On the one hand it is necessary to take into consideration 
the keen competition observed in other parts of the world towards 
attracting foreign investaent and therefore, the localization 
advantages offered by Mozambique must be at least equal and never 
lower than those given by the coapetitors. 

On the other hand, it is essential to seek the strongest 
possible insertion of the new enterprise to be established under 
that scheme, into the economic system as a whole. For this 
reason, preference must be given to enterprises which incorporate 
natural resources in their products and/or some raw materials 
produced in the country, and which rely on a technology that ca" 
be progressively absorbed by the local workforce. 
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The aspects related to the deaand on the regional market 
aust also be duly taken into consideration while assessing the 
feasibility and overall profitability of EPZs. 

The advantages for the Mozaabican econoay that may stem froa 
EPZs, will depend on the attention paid to the above aspects. 
Mozambique, as a country emerging fro• a war and having evolved 
through various political regiaes within a short period of time, 
may well find in these Zones the initial iapetus that is actually 
needed to trigger accelerated industrialization. 

It is of paraaount iaportance to repeat, as a conclusion, 
that the possibility of offering coapetitive conditions to 
attract foreign investments is a basic prerequisite for the EPZs 
projects to coae true and successfully aeet their targets. 

Industries geared to earning or S11ViD1J foreign exchange - Due to 
the country's Balance-of-Payment deficit and, at the saae tiae, 
the requirements entailed in the reactivation of the econoay in 
terms of equipaents, machinery as well as raw materials, the 
development of industrial activities aiaed at earning hard 
currency takes on a special iaportance. 

Prominent among foreign currency generating activities are 
industries that rely on internal resources (natural as well as 
human) and export most of their output to foreign markets. In 
this respect, the presently huge quantity of goods exported 
without any value-added, calls for an urgent analysis to assess 
prospects for local transformation. The Industrial Policy must 
warrant that tnere be a smaller advantage for the export of •in 
natura•, or poorly processed, products than for the export of 
manufactures. Differential taxation, by applying different 
levies to different types of goods, can prove an effective 
instrument for re-orienting foreign trade. 

Industries saving foreign currency are those that supply 
goods aimed at the satisfaction of the basic needs of the 
population, thus limiting imports and avoiding the proceeds of 
this trade to leave the country and benefit foreign producers. 

In general, agro-industries behave satisfactorily in this 
respect, essentially in their capacity of foreign exchange saving 
(through locally produced agricultural inputs and supplies to the 
local market of final goods). To build the necessary conditions 
for these industries to expand, conquer ever larger market 
shares, reduce their reliance on imported inputs, and possibly 
export in the future a greater proportion of their output, is 
fully in line with the role the country assigns ~o the Industrial 
Sector (Article 40 of the Constitution). 
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1.3 - An integrated set of measures to be i11pleaented 

Within the broad directives set in the Constitution, and in 
accordance with the priorities delineated for industrial 
development, a consistent package of aeasures aust ae worked out 
and implemented in order to attain the desired situation. 

There is a series of urgent measures to be adopted with a 
view to eliainating the constraints identified in the sector. The 
sector is currently crippled by serious restrictions relating to 
the obsolescence and depreciation of buildings and equip•ents, 
that must be the target of a whole set of measures: 

• rehabilitation of industrial park, establishing 
incentives for re-investing profits into the sector; 

• modalities for the importation of spare-parts and 
substitution of those equipments for which rehabilitation 
does not seem feasible; 

• arrangements for the establishment of a peraanent 
maintenance and repair system for the equipments; 

• training in the operation, maintenance and repair of 
equipments. 

Production gaps were detected in the sub-sectoral analyses. 
\'hey were so far filled by imports, but could for most of them, 
be met in the future by new enterprises, provided adequate 
incentives are offered to steer new investments in this 
direction. 

In this context, a full identification of the production 
gaps is essential, as are the evaluation of the establishment and 
future operating costs of the concerned enterprises, their market 
size (both domestic and foreign), and the type and magnitude of 
advantages to be offered to the investors. 

The comprehensive array of incentives to set forth in order 
to promote these industries calls for close consultations between 
the Ministry of Industry and Energy and other Ministries, as the 
measures to be adopted clearly extend beyond the industrial 
sector. The demonstration of the advantages resulting from the 
establishment of these new enterprises, however, may provide 
convincing arguments to that effect. 

Concerning still the HIE, the regularization of the legal 
situation of intervened industcial enterprises should be swiftly 
completed, allowing for their full privatization in the best 
delays. The implementation of such measure (besides collecting 
revenues tor the Treasury), w.ill save the MIE the financial 
resources directed to-date to the maintenance of such enterprises 
which, in more cases than not, display negative balance sheets. 

The following industrial policy measures were suggested by 
the project to deserve direct and decisive support from the MIE: 
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. the full exploitation of the •ajor co•parative advantages 
of the Republic of Mozambique in the sub-region, such as 
the transportation corridors, the hydro-electric power 
plant of Cahora Bassa and the mineral districts: 

. the exploitation of new opportunities that are likely to 
stem from the industrialization of the Corridors, and the 
establishaent of export processing zones aimed at 
attracting foreign investment, spreading development and 
setting the first steps in the process of regional 
economic integration: 

the promotion of steel milling/metallurgical poles, given 
the excess electric supply and natural endowments found 
in the mineral districts: 

. comprehensive incentives to the industrialization, both 
to attract new industrial enterprises and to rehabilitate 
existing plants. The Goverruaent must give priority 
attention to deregulating the economy, increasing the 
supply of industrial credit in general, easing the access 
to credit for micro-enterprises and establishing tax 
incentives: 

• the regularization of the legal status of intervened 
industrial enterprises for i'IDlllediate privatization: 

• the attraction of foreign capital, Tri a a legislation 
competitive with that of other countries, mainly through 
temporary taxes reduction/exemption, profits remittance 
and authorized depreciation schedule: 

• the protection of infant industries, through temporary 
duty alleviations, tied to minimum standards of quality 
of the concerned manufactures; 

• the establishment of an Industrial Information System, 
the existence of which is a necessary condition, although 
not a sufficient one, for getting the expected 
transparency in the sector: 

• the elaboration of a special edition of an Investor's 
Guide in Industry, that could provide potential investors 
with the information necessary to hisjher decision-making 
process. This Guide must include: 

the long-term industrial programme, which will provide 
an overview of investment prospects. Through this 
PrograJDllle, enterprises will be able to identify the 
advantages offered, depending on the type of activity 
and in accordance with preference localizations; 

the basic economic and investment legislation 
applicable to industrial projects, which will enable 
investors to know their rights and duties, existing 
opportunities in the Mozambican territory, growth 
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prospects, as well as the limitations to be imposed. 
With the above legal information, potential investors 
will be able to assess alternatives or revise initial 
goals. It is of fundamental importance that the basic 
economic and investment legislation be very carefully 
analyzed before its promulgation, so that it can be 
maintained along a period long enough to guarantee 
stability and security, and bring therefore future 
investors to trust Mozambican institutions; 

sound investment opportunities in the industry, 
through a list of priority sub-sectors, observed 
production gaps, market prospects and availability of 
raw materials and skills commensurate to the 
particular requirements of specific industrial 
activities. The sub-sectoral studies developed by the 
project provide adequate information on investment 
opportunities. 

Equally important for the industrial sector to assume a 
growing role in the development process is the need for an 
enabling institutional environment. 

Yet for these recommended measures to be effectively 
implemented and overcome the existing obstacles to sustainable 
industrialization, it certainly takes more than the hard work of 
the MIE. The Ministry may identify constraints and 
opportunities, and even map out strategic guidelines, but it is 
clear that the implementation of a comprehensive action programme 
goes well beyond its normal decision-making capacity, especially 
in a market economy. 

The need for an inter-sectoral platform to create an 
enabling environment for the industry to flourish is at the core 
of the institutional adjustments suggested by the project, and 
deserves therefore a very careful treatment. 

Recommendations for adequate institutional adjustments must 
be closely related to more general industrial policy aspects. 
The overall target is to increase industrial performances. This 
calls for specific measures to be worked out and implemented, 
which in turn requires an appropriate institutional set-up. 

To warrant better prospects to industrial growth it is 
essential to offer, first and foremost, attractive credit 
conditions tailored to the targeted objectives. In Mozambique, 
the credit system has no interference with MIE, and belongs 
rather to a network directly co-ordinated by the Central Bank and 
linked to the Ministry of Finance. A close co-operation between 
MIE and Ministry of Finance is necess~ry to formulate and 
implement the appropriate credit reforms. 

In nearly all countries, such inter-sectoral relations 
remain cordial, until they step on specific sector.al interests. 
If there is a compromise to be found between different sectors' 
interests, negotiations become somehow complex due to possibly 
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diverginq interests. While industrial sector authorities are 
preoccupied with obtaining the conditions deemed conducive to 
industrial development, financial sector decision-makers, for 
ones, worry about the impact the application of these measures 
will bring about in terms of foregone taxes or outright 
expenditures for the Government, in terms of foreign exchange 
balance, etc. 

The solution to this dilemma is mostly to be found through 
the clear and undisputed definition, by the highest levels of the 
policy-making, of the country's development objectives and 
priorities and the allocation of resources supporting this 
choice. 

As for Mozambique, where the Constitution determines that 
the industrial sector plays the role of a pushing factor for the 
national economy, industrial sector authorities must press on 
this basis for passing the refo1'.11ls needed for an enabling 
environment, conducive to industrial growth. 

Sure enough, the actual needs are t.oo many and resources too 
scarce, therefore a strict selection of priorities must be 
carried out in the first place. Only once the priorities are set 
by the MIE jointly with the busii1ess community, once the 
necessary resources are duly estimated and fully documented and, 
on the other hand, the impact of the requested reforms is 
assessed by the relevant financial sector authorities, only then 
can the new measures come into force. 

In many countries, the solution of problems raised by the 
inter-penetration of power spheres, especially between the 
finance sector and the productive economy has been facilitated 
by the creation of development banks. This is particularly valid 
for co&ntries where industry is earmarked as a priority sector. 

In these countrie3' National Budget, and in line with their 
priorities, the amount of resources available to those Banks is 
stated, and is to be used according to the established 
priorities. The subsequent definition of modalities and final 
beneficiaries, in terms of specific resources available to 
specific activities, will be worked out by the sectors 
themselves, and incorporated in their own sectoral policy. 
The sectoral policy will traditionally also features measures 
relating to fiscal incentives, tax alleviation or temporary 
exemption, profit balance, amortization and depreciation 
schedule, temporary customs protection, etc. 

On the basis of a documented description of the particular 
measure -or package of measures- to be implemented towards 
sectoral growth, it is up to the MIE to initiate negotiations 
with the Ministry of Finance, seeking the latter's endorsement 
and its formal decision to apply the requested reforms. 

We must point. out that, although the negotiations to be 
engaged at ministerial level by the MIE are mostly with the 
Ministry of Finance, they will also involve other Ministries. 
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Interactions with the Ministries of Agriculture, Construction and 
Water, Transports, Labour and Education must be intensified. 

Among the priorities already identified in targe~ed 
sub-sectors, it is worth stressing that food, clothing and heal th 
are particularly relevant. Activities in these areas, especially 
those having a direct or indirect beneficial impact on the trade 
balance, deserve special treatment. On the other hand, 
objectives such as inner development and regional economic 
integration also draw emphasis on yet another class of 
enterprises. 

The following institutions and services are now being 
established in order to strengthen the local capacities towards 
development goals: 

. the Industrial Information System, where four data bases 
are being set-up along with a management and maintenance 
system: 

an industrial roster, 
Mozambican industrial 
localization, society 
employees, operational 

composed of inf orlhation on 
enterprises and concerning 

type, production, number of 
situation, etc.; 

industrial statistics, comprising information related 
to production patterns, raw material imports, value 
added , etc • ; 

a classification of industrial products; 

the legal framework. 

The Programme of industrial development aims also at 
identifying the most effective channels to be relied upon, so 
that the Industrial Sector can achieve its objectives. 

Along the path from the current situation to the target, as 
sketched out in the Programme, the basic economic legislation 
applicable to industrial investment must be given attention. 
This legislation, in turn, must be conducive to industrial 
development opportunities. 

The basis of the industrial development Programme is built 
upon the analysis of industrial sub-sectors, the institutional 
framework and the policy environment. The most appropriate 
trajectory to reach to objectives is called a strategy. 

2 - SUB-SECTORAL STUDIES 

The second immediate objective of this project aimed to 
"prepare a medium/long term (10/15 years) industrial development 
programme". Its first output was to prepare a set of ten in-depth 
sub-sectoral studies. Based on the general situation of the 
Mozambican economy and especially on that of the industrial 
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sector, ten sub-sectors had been selected to become the hard core 
of the future industrial policy. 

/\mong the pre-selected sub-sectors, the following were 
completed, and their findings and recommendations were fed into 
the ov~rall industrial strategy: 

• food processing and agro-industry; 
• chemicals; 
. edible oils and soaps; 
• metallurgical industry; 
. textile and clothing; and 
• packaging, 

The study on metal working industry started in October 92, 
while it was agreed for different reasons that the remaining 
studies, namely those on building materials, forest industry and 
leather and shoes would be temporarily suspended. 

The studies were carried out in two steps: (i) a diagnosis 
elaborated by national consultants with the assistance of the 
project technical staff and (ii) a short-, medium- and long-term 
development strategy, jointly elaborated by national and 
international consultants. 

The diagnoses feature a number of similarities across the 
various sub-sectors, that together hint at a set of major 
bottlenecks affecting the industry in Mozambique: 

• low utilization of the installed capacity, the most 
undesirable impact of which is the increase in production 
costs, with the consequent loss of competitiveness 
against similar imported products; 

• technological obsolescence conditions, with adverse 
effects on production costs and product quality as well; 

• difficult access to new equipments, spare parts and raw 
materials, reflecting the low utilization of equipments, 
with the negative impact already mentioned; and 

. low qualification of the huma~ resources, with effect on 
the maintenance of equipm~nts, on productivity, on 
production costs, and on the loss of competitiveness 
altogether. 

Such bottlenecks must be eliminated, otherwise the 
industrial sector will not be able to fulfill the role assigned 
by the Constitution. 

The implementation of the industrial policy must give 
priority to the initiating a momentum, and deploy the appropriate 
instruments such as. It is essential in particular to: 

• stimulate an increase of installed capacity utilization 
by: 
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reducing taxes on production volumes above the usual 
output figures of the firm; 

offering salary increases to the employees to reward 
productivity improvements; 

giving priority in the allocation of hard currencies, 
for the purpose of importing capital goods, or 
granting preferential certificates in order to 
accelerate customs procedures; 

• encourage the upgrading of the production capacities by: 

a tax-exemption on the import of equipments aimed at 
replacing obsolete ones; 

encouraging further the substitution of obsolete 
equipments in offering opportunities to learn about 
and possibly experience, new technologies; 

offering temporary assistance for a periodical 
maintenance of the new equipments; 

• clear up obstacles to import of spare parts and raw 
materials by: 

accelerating customs and port procedures for the 
import of this type of goods; 

facilitating credit lines and allocating hard 
currency, when they aim at covering the import of 
spares, equipments and raw materials; 

• upgrade the human resources at every level by: 

promoting management seminars, in-service training and 
short/medium duration courses. 

The above must be considered as significant steps at the 
initial stage towards the target situation. 

On a methodological viewpoint, it is worth emphasizing that 
these studies are based on information collected in approximately 
350 enterprises. The accumulated experience in obtaining and 
processing the enterprise-level data gave the basis for the 
future development of a systematic activity in the field of 
industrial statistics. 

Indications were given for the studies content and layout 
to be presented along a common structure, in order to make easier 
their subsequent integration into a coherent package. Obviously, 
some recommendations are of a general character, given that they 
may have an impact on the whole of the industrial sector. 

These recommendations were organized following this 
structure: 
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1. organization (devoted to internal •easures aimed at a 
better utilization of the existing sub-sectorial 
resources); 

2 • inter-r£lations (devoted to the consistency across the 
vario•:.s sub-sectors) : 

3. rehabilitation (showing priority actions to be 
implemented in t.~e short run): 

4. new invest•ents (identifying actions needed in the 
short- and in the •edium-tera.): 

5. investaent opportunities (analyzing several 
alternatives for the development of the sub-sector in 
the long-run); 

6. hwnan resources development: 

7. incentives (showing several •easures to sti•ulate 
industrial production); and 

8. other aspects (devoted to general issues relating to 
industrial developaent). 

Efforts were made with respect to the reco .. endations on 
rehabilitation, new investments, investment opportunities and 
human resources development, to strengthen those by specifying, 
whenever possible: 

• the segment more directly involved: 
• the period along which implementation was recommended 

(short term 0-5 years, medium term 5-10 years, long term 
10-15 years): 

• the implementation costs; 
• follow-up actions (additional studies, negotiations with 

investors, etc.). 

For several reasons, mainly related to the specific 
experience of the involved consultants and to the intrinsic 
difficulty of the issues, it has not been possible to achieve all 
these objectives in some of the studies. Besides, the documents 
still deserve some editing prior to the final process of joint 
revision and overall consistency checks. 

Below is an executive swnmary of the type and scope of the 
recommendations contained in the studies that are by now 
completed: 

Food processiDIJ and lllJro-iDdustry 

This has been an extremely complex study due to the great 
number of segments (branches) involved and the need to go deep 
into the primary production (agriculture, cattle breeding and 
fisheries). Most of the recommendations are concentrated in the 
primary sector, from the understanding that formulating specific 
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recomaendations on the aanuf acturing industry should be the aim 
of future specialized studies. Nevertheless, in synthesis, some 
recommendations were made for each segment (branch) regarding its 
industrial developaent prospects. 

The study suggests that the rehabilitation of the seg11ents 
of the food-processing and agro-industry aust be selective, given 
the qreat scarcity of resources. The selection criteria should 
reflect the potential contribution of each seqaent toward solving 
the main macroeconoaic unbalance of the country - the scarcity 
of hard currency - and toward econoaic development, which is 
reckoned to rest essentially on a dynamic articulation between 
industry and the primary sector. It eaphasizes that this 
articulation will be strengthened only in a context of peace. 

Given current conditions of food supply (a very limited 
share of the basic needs of the population is actually met), of 
foreign debt and unemployment, the following criteria were deemed 
iaportant for assessing priorities: 

• the motive effect provoked by upstream and downstream 
industries, because in a context where reactivation of 
the economy is imperative, the capacity of induction of 
other activities which precede it, such as raw materials 
and equipments production, or which come upon it, such as 
transports, storage, colllllunications, trading, etc. , shows 
itself relevant. It is common in cases where the type of 
industry has a strong motive effect or a high dragging 
capacity, so the nwnber of indirect working places 
resulting from its activities is two or three times 
larger than the nwnber of direct working places 
generated; 

• the prospective exporter, in accordance with the needs of 
generating hard currency that may support the development 
process; 

• the potential of imports substitution, as the hard 
currency saved can be oriented for industrial expansion 
while, at the same time, economy becomes more independent 
from the markets supplying essential commodities; 

. the satisfaction of the basic needs of the population; 

• the capacity of generating jobs, a priority for an 
economy emerging from a war and with a needy population 
who knows acute shortages of means for self-support. In 
what concerns agro-industry where, as a rule, the 
technology is not very sophisticated, the absorption of 
whatever labour force available will require less 
resources in terms of training; 

. the extent to which production processes could be 
upgraded, and a larger share of value-added brought into 
the manufacture. 
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On the basis of these underlying criteria, the priority 
segments have been selected as follows: 

• high priority: salt, sugar, copra, cotton, pr()("'essed 
fish, processed fruits and cashew nuts; 

• medium priority: ailling, tea, sisal, bakery, pastas, 
processed aeat, tobacco, aniaal feed, dairy products and 
liquors; 

low priority: beer, soft drinks, wine, chocolates and 
candies. 

Within the elaboration of the overall industrial policy, 
these conclusions represent the aajor iteas with respect to the 
whQle food-processing and agro-industry sub-sector. 

Cheai.cal indust;ry 

The study reco11Dends the rehabilitation of all the 
enterprises covered by the saaple. It covers also several 
alternatives for making an econoaic use of the country's natural 
resources, by suggesting investllent opportunities. The following 
is a list of the development prospects of this sub-sector: 

• short-term (0-5 years) investaent opportunities: 

methanol production: international tender for the 
exploitation of the gas fields; 
lemon grass, citr'lnella and mint distillation and 
citral production; 
eucalyptus and vetiver distillation experiments; 
red seaweed exports and cultivation; 
cochineal and carmine production; 
marigold flour and xanthophyllin production; 
medicinal plants processing; 
cashew-nut shell liquid processing; 
chemically refined salt for margarine, and rehydration 
salts; 
aluminum sulfate production; 
hydrochloric acid production from salt and sulfuric 
acid; 
copper oxychloride production at Chimoio; 
ferric chloride production; 

• medium-term (5-10 years) investment opportunities: 

electrolytic ammonia and ammonium nitrate in Tete; 
hydrogen peroxide in Tete; 
hydrofluoric acid, alkaline fluorides and sodium metal 
for tantalo-columbite processing in Tete; 
calcium carbide in Tete; 
calcium cyanamide tor hydrogen cyanamide and calcium 
cyanide in Tete; 
thermal phosphorus and pure phosphoric acid; 
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aagnesiUll phosphate: 
sodiUll chlorate; 
aonazite beneficiation; 

• long-ter11 (10-15 years) invest.ent opportunities: 

caustic soda, chlorine and downstreaa products; 
sodiUll hypochlorite; 
high-test calciUll hypochlorite; 
calcillll dipbospbate; 
carboxyaethylcellulose; 
bitterns processing for potassiWI and aagnesillll salts 
at Maputo and Nacala (other sal tvorks when salt 
production becoaes large enough); 
purified carrageenan froa seaweeds of the EucheUlla 
species; 
agar froa other species of red seaweeds. 

'reztile aDd clothing industry 

The strategy of textile and clothing industry drew f roa a 
aarket analysis, the existing productive capacity of the 
industry, and the raw aaterials required for the production 
process. The aarket study worked out estiaates of the local 
consllllption of textile and clothing consUlled, while other 
parameters such as productive capacity, availability of raw 
materials and quality of the products were based on deaand 
forecasts over the next years. Projections show the national 
production of textile and clothing, accounting in 1992 for 10.4\ 
of the doaestic consUllption, eventually reaching 13.9\ in 2005, 
while the iaports are also expected to increase significantly 
from 41.Sl of the local consuaption, to 59\ in ten years from now 
(the balance being aet with donations). These figures were based 
on deman.1 estiaates, in terllS of kg/habitant.year. In 1992 the 
quantity consuaed in Mozaabique is estimated at 2.49 kg/habitant, 
while the strategy maps out for 1995 a consUllption of 4.39 kg, 
and a consUllption of 6.05 kg/habitant for the year 2005. 

Growth scenarios of demand for textile and clothing, 
national output and the situation of industrial equipments and 
productive capacity, yield the following estimates concerning the 
determination of investments needed for the rehabilitation and 
expansion of textile and clothing industries: 

- rehabilitation of factories of cotton materials (spinning, 
weaving, dying and completion).............. US$ 65. 3 million 

- factory of polyester/cotton materials ••••••• US$ 64.9 aillion 
- factory of towels..... • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • US$ 10 .1 million 
- factory for spinning mesh. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • US$ 35. 4 ail lion 
- completion of thread and materials.......... US$ 39.9 million 
- factory of Denim - material for Jeans. • • • • • • US$ 26. 3 million 
- spinning of Jeans materials................. US$ 12. O million 

The study emphasizes the effects of the textile industry 
development on agriculture, mainly in the cotton plantation. The 
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consuaption of cotton, which was estiaated at 5, 000 tons in 1992, 
has been projected to reach 20,000 tons in 1995, and 42,000 tons 
by the year 2005. 

lfdible oils and soaps 

The study provided a set of detailed recommendations for 
each segment within the sub-sector, including estimates for all 
suggested investment opportunities. 

The edible oils and soaps industry is basically geared to 
import-substitution. Therefore this study estimates that, 
provided certain pre-requisites are set up in due tiae, a 
positive impact on the trade balance over the period 1995-2005 
could reach approxiaately US$ 558 aillion, under the assuaption 
that domestic de.and is aatched by national production in the 
following orders of aagnitude: 95\ for edible oils, soaps and 
margarines, and 53\ for detergents (in average). 

The aain recoaaendations for the restructuring of the sub
sector are: 

1. the launching, by the Ministry of Agriculture, of an 
oilseeds production prograaae to steadily supply the 
industry in sufficient quantities; 

2. to adjust the prices of the oilseeds delivered to the 
industrial sector, as well as the quality to reflect 
prevailing standards in the international markets, and 
to reinstate the practice of paying the oleaginous 
seeds according to their quality; 

3. in the case of edible oil iaports, to impose that such 
supplies be provided in the fora of crude oils or in 
grains, for local processing; 

4. to study with the country's port authorities (Maputo, 
Beira and Nacala) the possibility of installing of 
tanks terminals for storing the raw materials in bulk, 
instead of the current practice of supplying in druas; 

5. to close Chimoio's oil mill. 

The rehabilitation of the industrial park involves 
practically all the companies. The rehabilitation programme aims 
to increase the production, the productivity and the quality 
required in order to reach the following targets: pressing of 
oleaginous seeds: 114,000 t/year; refining of oils: 49,200 
t/year; packaging of oils: 12, ooo t/year; production of washing 
soaps and toilet soaps: 44,780 t/year: production of margarines 
and shortenings: 13,200 t/year; production of solid detergents: 
1, 050 t/year; and production of liquid detergents: 1, 640 t/year. 

The cost estimates of this rehabilitation package over the 
next five years is of US$ 12.2 million, distributed as follows: 
oils 55\, soaps 43\, and detergents 2\. 
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As for the longer run, i.e. for a ten-year period starting 
in 1994 a total of US$ 20,7 •illion is esti•ated and distributed 
as follows: oils 47\, soaps 33\ and aargarines 20\. 

It is finally recommended that the possibility be explored 
of sub-contracting •a fa~on" for coapanies installed in the 
Republic of South Africa and in Swaziland, taking advantage of 
the excess capacity prevailing in Mozaabique. 

lletallurgical indusf;ry 

The recommendations include detailed briefs with respect to 
the rehabilitation, new investaents, investment opportunities and 
development of hUllall resources required, and also provides the 
cost estimates. 

A sUB111ary of top priority actions and respective costs in 
relation to the rehabilitation is: 

1. repair and spare parts for the rolling of reinforced 
rods and light profiles of CIFEL (US$ 200,000): 

2. repair and spare parts for the rolling of thin rod of 
CIFEL (US$ 200,000): 

3. rehabilitation of the casting operation of CIFEL (US$ 
250,000): 

4. feasibility study of the casting and fo~ging operation 
of the CFM (US$ 30,000). 

In terms of new investaents, it is recommended to give 
priority to: 

1. mini steel plant for CIFEL/CSM, for which the study 
prese~ts the first draft of a preliminary project, 
leading to a fixed investment estimated at US$ 3.2m, 
land and building excluded; 

2. rolling at Beira, with a fixed investment of about US$ 
2.6m, aiming at the production of bars and light 
profiles (angle bars). One estimates a cost of US$ 
326.90 per ton of rolled product which could be 
produced there, against the prices of US$ 600 to US$ 
800 per ton, presently paid in the middle and in the 
north of the country. 

As for the investment opportunities, the assessment of 
existing or potential resources hints at several interesting 
possibilities for the development of the sub-sector in the 
medium- and long-term: 

1. factory of direct steel reduction, using the gas from 
Pande. An investment of about US$ 220m, would allow 
for a yearly production of 300,000 tons, both for the 
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do•estic 11arket and for exports: 

2. production of ferro-alloys such as ferro-chrome, 
ferro-vanadium and ferro-aolybdenum, considering the 
availability of electrical power: 

3. aluminium casting, the perspectives of which are 
considered outstanding, thanks to the electrical 
supply fro• Cahora- Bassa: 

4. titanium llining and processing; 

5. coking coal fro• Moatize mining and export: 

6. cobalt •ining; 

7. tantal\lll •ining, considering that Mozambique owns the 
largest tantalum bed in the world. 

PackagiDg indust:ry 

The •ethodology of the study was based on the political 
proposition of a scenario envisaging what would be, in a ten- to 
fifteen-year horizon, the production system, the adequate 
packages and cargo units, and the volUlles of their production. 

The basic parameters of the scenario were: the assumption 
of a •ini•WI level of food (SkJ/person.day, 900g/person.day) with 
a studied, balanced diet; a develo1>11ent of the traditional 
exports reaching the best historical levels; a cons\Dlption of 
ce•ent, fertilizers, and other packaged products (to which 
statistical data were available) compared with the present 
consumption of neighbouring countries; a good social distribution 
of consUllption; the restriction of imports by using nationally 
available packaging materials (wooden boxes, not plastic ones; 
glass bottles, not plastic or cans) ; the consideration of 
environmental impact, with reforestation and recycling. 

The total imports and processing of packaging materials were 
also estimated. 

The need of new industries or equipment to be installed, 
including packaging production equipment in user industries, was 
outlined. More than rehabilitation of existing units, the study 
indicates the necessity of new equipment. A rehabilitation of 
a corrugated board manufacturer in Beira is a possibility. The 
agricultural production of natural fibers - cotton, jute, sisal 
- must be stimulated, as well as the creation of textile 
industries for bags. 

The creation of a Central Packaging Laboratory at the 
Mozambique Engineering Laboratories (LEM) is proposed, with two 
engineers and two technicians, using clerical work, library, 
other co-operating laboratories and workahop of LEM, with the 
purpose of performing research necessary for standardization, 
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development and certification of quality of packaging, and 
diffusion of technology. 

The i•ple•entation of a National Institute for 
Standardization and Quality is further emphasized, with the 
creation of co .. ittees on packaging and on pallets. 

lfet:al-vorlcing industry 

In the preli•inary study of the :aetal-working sub-sector 
developed during the 11<>nth of November 1992 and expected to be 
completed in early 1993, a series of considerations has been 
pointed out and so•e conclusions and reco .. endations are 
anticipated, while waiti.Jlg for the final conclusions of the 
study. 

One may reasonably consider that there is a•ple scope for 
a re•arkable increase of productivity and coapeti ti veness in 
relation to the present levels: 

• in a first phase, such increase could be reached with a 
low co-i tment of new resources and along with steady 
increases in demand, obstacles will fade and allow for 
revaJ1ping the production capacity and the necessary 
conditions for the expansion progralllle; 

• the second phase would require investments in equipment 
to overco•e the obsolescence and to expand the productive 
capacity. 

In spite of the present situation, partly structural and 
partly conjunctural, it would be appropriate to consider metal
working activities as one of the vital industries of the economy 
because it provides to the agriculture as well as to the other 
industrial sub-sectors a considerable part of the utilities and 
equipments that they need. It saves foreign exchange and absorbs 
a great deal of relatively low-qualified labour. It constitutes 
furthermore a vital base for the development of the activities 
of service, repair and maintenance in the country. 

The second phase of the study on the metal-working industry 
is expected to focus on such issues as the definition of the 
objectives for accelerated growth, the evaluation of conditioning 
factors such as technical culture, the lack of capital and 
technological capabilitjes, the inadequate commercialization 
mechanisms including sales and distribution, the qualitative and 
quantitative shortages of technical staff and of skilled workers. 
From the constraints and objectives, the study will draw a 
comprehensive outline of policies, measures and actions required 
to foster the development of this sub-sector. 
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h INSTITUTIONAi. ADJUSTMENTS 

The sub-sectoral studies identified the constraints 
hindering industrial branches and suggested a coherent set of 
reaedial •easures to be promoted at various levels, including the 
institutional set-up. Further investigations on the 
institutional fra.ework through observations and interviews, 
co•pleted the analysis and pro•pted an integrated package of 
concrete reco..endations towards strengthening institutional 
capacities. 

The effective support the Government aust offer to the 
industrialization process of the country needs to be thoroughly 
revised in line vi th the re..:ent macro-econo•ic changes in 
Mozambique. After gaining independence fro• a colonial regime, 
Mozallbique first opted for a centralized fora of econo•y, and 
only recently took a u-turn towards •arket econo•ics. 

Thus easing this transition process •ust be the ~rime 
objective behind institutional adjustments. If the State is no 
longer to remain the largest industrial investor in the country, 
it does however take on new importance to support the 
industrialization process. 

The State must establish an attractive business environment, 
conducive to sustainable private initiative in the industry. It 
must facilitate the difficult transition process towards a market 
economy. Experience in other African countries shows a painful 
time-lag following the implementation of liberalization policies: 
the negative effects on the domestic absorption are felt nearly 
instantaneously, while the supply response of the productive 
sectors is much slower to appear, resulting in devastating 
stresses in the economy, especially in the industrial sector. 

Market failures of various kinds bring about a significant 
discrepancy between market and social costs of resources. In 
other words, market forces alone may lead to a distribution, 
through the society, of scarce resources that may not be 
desirable from a collective viewpoint. It is therefore of the 
Government's responsibility, even in a market economy, to 
compensate market deficiencies by comprehensive and targeted 
intervention in the economic sector. 

Particularly relevant in Mozambique today is the urgent need 
to reinsert into civilian life former armed bands and to generate 
employment and income in order to stabilize the populations and 
sustain the on-going democratization process. Industrial 
activities concurring to these objectives must therefore be 
granted special attention, including in the form of specific 
Government support. 

Yet it must be borne in mind that there is often a trade-off 
between short-term social concerns such as employment generation 
or poverty alleviation, and longer-term objectives of economic 
efficiency and growth. This dilemma must be objectively and, if 
possible, quantitatively substantiated to guide public decision-
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making in this area. 

Privatization of industrial enterprises is one of the 
earliest measures to be adopted. The State may retain stakes in 
industrial enterprises, provided however it maintains a balanced 
behaviour towards free initiative. During the transition period, 
some institutions will assist the process, before disappearing 
later on. In this situation, UTRE (En~erprise Restructuring 
Technical Unit) , GREI (Industrial Enterprises Restructuring 
Cabinet) and CAA ( National Committee of Evaluation and 
Assessment) must be mentioned. 

With the support of the above institutions along a period 
of three to five years, the participation structure in the local 
industry will have to be inverted, with a significant increase 
in representatives of private enterprises. 

Effective economic liberalization and increased emphasis on 
the private initiative can benefit from the support of the 
following measures: 

• the creation of SPE's - nsociedades de Participacoes 
Empresariais do Estadon (Management of State 
Participations), that must play the permanent role of 
managing State participations in industrial enterprises, 
and the temporary role of managing enterprises that are 
slated for privatization; 

• further elaboration of the preliminary propositions in 
favour of an industrial location policy, allowing for: 

the conversion of the three transportation corridors 
into multi-purpose development corridors; 

incentives for effective industrial de-concentration 
through agro-industries &nd pole-projects, 
strengthening linkages between agriculture and 
industry, articulated with the corridors and 
integrating the national territory along its North
South axis; 

the promotion of industrial development through 
establishing appropriate financial facilities to 
increase credit supply to industrial enterprises. 
Credit should be supplied either in the form of loans, 
or as venture capital. A strong financial institution 
is needed also to finance micro- and small
enterprises, and enlarge access to credit; 

an adequate quality control system, through the 
relevant institution INNOQ - n1nstituto Nacional de 
Metrologia, Normalizacao, Gestao e Certificacao da 
Qualidade"; 

appropriate industrial property conditions with the 
enforcement of a legislation on Trademarks and 
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Patents, to guarantee Intellectual Property. The 
establishment of the National Institute of Industrial 
Property in the country was indeed reco111J1ended by 
WIPO, the World Intellectual Property Organization; 

the implementation of the industrial management 
development programme to upgrade Mozambican managers 
in the medium term. 

Parallel t~ these adjustments, the MIE must urgently 
initiate negotiations with other relevant ministries, especially 
the Ministry of Finance, so that the necessary adjustments that 
extend beyond MIE's influence may be implemented in due time. 
In this respect, a wide array of targeted incentives are called 
for, in different areas: 

CUs"tollS policy - Taxation is relatively mild at present in 
Mozambique, as compared to other countries at a broadly similar 
development stage: in 1988, the average tax-rate in Mozambique 
was at 17. 7%, while it stood at arou'ld 40% in most African 
countries during the eigthies. However, specific amendments to 
the current tax structure can help foster the industrial 
development process: 

• waiver of duties normally levied on raw materials that 
can be transformed locally at internationally comparable 
quality standards, or that are locally processed for 
exports; 

• temporary tax exemption on capital goods aimed at 
industrial rehabilitation if it is proven impossible to 
produce those in the country; 

• heavier tax rates for luxury items, even if their 
domestic production is beyond reach. 

Customs duties instruments must be handled with great care, 
to avoid raising undue protections and sheltering the local 
industry from the stimulating benefits of impcrted competitive 
pressures. Enforcement of customs legislation must be fair and 
sustained. 

Fiscal policy - Indirect taxes, especially those applied in 
cascade, result in discouraging local production based on 
imported inputs to the benefit of imported final products. 

The regime of indirect taxes on the basis of value-added 
could lead to fairer and more efficient taxation. In the short
term, difficulties would probably appear for the implementation 
of such a Policy that, however, must be considered in the medium
to long-term. A 50% tax-on-prof its is clearly a burden to 
industrial recovery. A decrease for instance to 40% could be 
compensated by heavier income-tax, with a stimulating effect on 
investment, lower tax-evasion, and a better fiscal return. 
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The relevant legislation applied between 1984 and 1988 did 
already feature a regime of incentives consisting of tax-on
profits exemption from two to ten years in accordance with the 
amortization schedule, as well as acceler3ted amortization 
facilities. Additional incentives could also be thought of to 
support for instance employment generating projects on the basis 
of their employment-investment ratio. by offering fiscal 
advantages tied to the number of jobs created. 

Credit l"'licy - Fiscal incentives are, no doubt, powerful 
instruments provided nevertheless the enterprises have their own 
capital to invest or enjoy easy borrowing facilities. In the 
absence of an attractive credit scheme, as is the case in 
Mozambique, fiscal incentives are obviously not sufficient to 
trigger a siqnif icant investment flow. 

In this context, an appropriate credit policy is essential. 
The establishment of credit ceilings, the current bias towards 
short-term financing and the heavy tax-on-profits due to a 
restrictive monetary policy as well as the necessity to restore 
profitability in the banking system, actually inhibit 
industrialization attempts. 

Foreign exchange allocation l"'licy - A realistic exchange rate 
is essential to spur domestic supply, either for the internal 
market or for exports; it monitors imports and narrows the gap 
J.Jetween domestic and international prices. 

Besides relative prices adjustments, the very access to hard 
currency is similarly important for improving the situation of 
equipments, spare parts, raw materials and intermediate products 
imports, which are not locally available. 

Access to foreign exchange is presently made available 
through five channels: 

• programmes of donations and international credits for the 
rehabilitation of industrial enterprises; 

• donations for specific enterprises and projects; 

. funds assigned for some enterprises belonging to export
oriented branches (cashew nuts, prawns, cotton, sisal, 
copra, oil, tea, etc.); 

• special funds for enterprises geared to foreign trade, 
and a fund directed to the small and medium enterprises; 

• access system (not regulated) to foreign currency. 

Th~ donation and international credits for the 
rehabilitation of enterprises, as well as donations for specific 
enterprises and projects represent 80\ of foreign exchange 
supply, while assigned funds, for some export-oriented 
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enterprises and special funds for enterprises geared to foreign 
trade and to SMEs account for 10% of these resources. The un
regulated system of access to foreign currency, applicable to 
imports of spares parts, transportation equipment, certain raw 
materiP!s and clothes and footwear covers only 3% of total 
imports. 

Because of their special characteristics, "donations for 
specific enterprises and projects", as well as "funds assigned 
for export enterprises" have got a little more autonomy, while 
enterprises directed to domestic market are strongly dependent 
on donations and international credit programmes. 

Funds assigned to exports have been used as a guarantee for 
the import of inputs for export-oriented domestic manufacturing. 
However as they are nominated in Meticais, they suffer exchange 
risks resulting from possible depreciations between the credit 
date and the date the importation effectively takes place. The 
risk could be minimized with the denomination, in foreign 
currency, at the exchange rate prevailing on the effective 
importation date. 

This mechanism must continue in the short- and medium- term, 
although it is understandably biased in favour of the export
oriented enterprises, at the expenses of inward-bound firms that 
may be deprived of imported equipments and spare parts. Yet it 
is expected in the long run that the share of un-regulated 
foreign exchange will raise significantly, and will eventually 
be made available also to those firms supplying the internal 
market. 

As for export-oriented enterprises, allocation of foreign 
exchange for import purposes could be tied to the firm's 
manufacturing and exports performances, as well as its 
concurrence to the overall objectives of industrial development. 

To conclude this section devoted to institutional 
adjustments, it is worth mentioning a consensus around the need 
to create a National Council of Industrial Policy and 
Development, a National Council of Scientific and Technological 
Policy, a National Programme of Vocational Training, as well as 
the need to revise the strategies of the three institutes: 
PRODIL - Prototipos para o Desenvolvimento da Industria Local 
(Prototypes for the Local Industry Development), IDIL 
Instituto Nacional de Desenvolvimento da Industria Local 
(Nacional Institute of Local Industry Development) and CFI -
Centro de Formacao Industrial. 
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CBAPI'ER IV 

FillDINGS AND LESSONS LEARllED 

The above survey of the project achievements underlines the 
latter's impact on industrial strategies and policies in 
Mozambique. Its contribution to sub-sectoral strategies and in 
the area of institutional adjustments was particularly well-timed 
and adequate in view of the recent changes in the Government's 
economic policy, from centralized planning to a market economy. 

The project implementation proved long and complex: the 
project was ambitious at the start, with a wide scope and 
far-reaching targets. It went through substantial extensions 
during its lifetime, and its proceeding was often hindered by 
somewhat difficult local conditions: the war that prevented 
access to most of the hinterland and altogether, the dramatic 
shift of Government policy towards market economics initiated in 
1986 and decisively pursued ever since, that put great challenges 
and expectations on the project. 

In the final analysis, the project turned out to be highly 
successful judging from the set of industrial policy measures it 
has suggested, the set of support institutions to a long-term 
industrial development process it has studied and the set of 
investment opportunities it has detected. 

The close co-operation developed with the private sector as 
well as other Government departments was also a very encouraging 
experience of participative planning. 

If it is to fulfill the dynamic function it has been 
assigned in the field of economic and social progress, the 
industrial sector must now proceed with implementing the 
comprehensive and integrated set of recommandations generated by 
the project. 

The national medium/long-term objectives spanning over the 
entire spectrum of the industrial policy are: 

• valorization of natural resources through increased 
transformation or refining; 
expansion of intermediate technology activities, i.e. 
characterized by a technology locally mastered or at 
least of easy access, in order to increase the production 
of final consumer goods; 

. the densif ication of the industrial base by strengthening 
intra-sectoral linkages, thus consolidating the 
industrial sector and reducing the degree of external 
dependency; 

• research and development of innovative technologies aimed 
at adapting the productive processes to the mozambican 
necessities, and at effectively absorbing the new 
knowledge and experiences that the technological 
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transfers will bring about. 

However sensible and appropriate these posted objectives aay 
be, they do face strong conjunctural constraints in today's 
Mozambique. 

The legacy of ten years of centralized planning, which 
deeply affected the behaviour of the Mozambican citizens, 
constitutes today a heavy burden for the current leaders. 

In a society which for long years pursued equity targets, 
even at the cost of economic stagnation if not recession, the new 
political options are likely to be most unpopular as formerly 
granted priviledges are now to be hard won through bold 
initiatives, productivity gains and efficiency improvements. 

The lack of managerial experience and of a strong 
relationship between suppliers and consumers, the poor creativity 
and exposure to initiative and decision-making, and the sudden 
withdrawal of the State insofar as investment and operation 
responsibilities are concerned, concur to making the transition 
period all the more difficult. 

The economic authorities will have to cope with new 
situations and deploy intervention instruments that they are not 
familiar with. 

The substitution of the top-down decision-making by the 
bargaining table, the negotiated and consensual arrangements 
versus formerly coerced ones and the new role and responsibities 
of the State, call for a long and difficult learning process. 

Major constraints also occur at institutional level. 

Several measures were recently introduced to ease foreign 
trade and stimulate domestic performances by removing import 
barriers, thus providing the local business community with an 
undistorted reference to world prices; 

As for the fiscal policy and the system of prices and 
distribution, the reduction of public intervention in price and 
distribution controls along with an alleviation of the fiscal 
pressure are expected to spur private initiative and lead to a 
much stronger contribution of the private sector to the national 
product. 

The Government intends to restructure the financial sector, 
by giving priority to credit aimed at productive activities and 
attempting to capture domestic savings by guaranteeing positive 
real interest rates on medium- to long-term deposits. 

The State will transfer to the private sector its 
participation in small companies and will open the capital of the 
large companies to public subscription. Only a few strategic 
public services will remain exclusively public. 
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The restructuring of the industrial sector in Mozambique 
will undergo, in principle, successive rehabilitation and 
llOdernization phases until it becomes competitive, and fully 
exploits its comparative advantages to the benefit of the 
country. 

Alongside the first privatization initiatives, the first 
phase of the restructuring process focusses on repairing the 
existing capacities to put them back to work, on the 
reconstitution of the workforce, on revamping the manufacturing 
and administrative structures of the newly recovered coapanies, 
and on instilling exposure to production management and 
marketing. 

Existing production capacities targeted in this first phase 
date back to the fifties even though they were, for most of them, 
installed during the next decade. Their recovery at a limited 
cost should bring the industry back into operation, be it only 
for a transitory period until their lifetime expires. Yet in the 
meantime, it will offer empirical grounds to assess the economic 
relevance of certain manufacturing lines and provide valuable 
guidance as to subsequent investments. 

In a second phase, worn-out equipments will be replaced for 
those production lines that proved economically viable, while 
seeking to maintain investments low and to identify the most 
appropriate technologies. 

This second phase of the industrial recovery programme would 
take place within the next five to six years and would represent 
a technological rejuvenation of about 20 years, assuming that 
fifties-types of machines will be replaced by seventies upgrades. 

The third phase of the process would take another five to 
six years, when the equipments acquired during the second phase 
fall in turn into obsolescence. By that time, the companies will 
have reached a maturity stage, and it will be possible to make 
economic forecasts with limited risk and rigorous investment 
analysis. A second, 20-year technological jump may then be 
implemented by the most successful firms, offering sound growth 
prospects. 

In order to accomplish, within a dozen years, a 
technological update of 40 years, an enormous effort in human 
resources development will be P.ssential. 

In particular, the penalizing scarcity of qualified staff 
in the Ministry of Industry and Energy must be addressed by 
urgent recruitment and a comprehensive remuneration-cum-benefits 
package to attract and retain top professionals. A general system 
of incentives rewarding those who show dedication, responsibility 
and sustained levels of productivity must be established and its 
financing secured on the basis of cost-benefit arguments. 
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CllAP'TER v 

RECOllllENDATIONS 

Project DP/MOZ/86/014 will finish, as agreed upon, on 31 
December 1992, while a skeleton staff will remain to finalize 
pending activities for another three to five months. 

During that period, the following positions will be partly 
occupied: 

11-03/B - industrial engineer (until 17/01/93): 
11-01/B - macro-economist (until 15/02/93): 
11-55 - consultant in metal-working industry 

(February-March 93) for a second, one-month 
mission to conclude the strategies for the 
development of the metal-working sub-sector: 

. 11-04 - information system expert, extended by three to 
five months as acting CTA to wrap up the last 
activities and finalize the technical report. 

Afterwards, as suggested at the final tripartite review 
meeting held on 12 November 1992, a 6-month bridging project 
should keep the momentum towards the effective implementation of 
the project's recommendations. Its budget should include funds 
for 2 international experts, 2 national experts, 1 secretary, 1 
driver, training and miscellaneous at a total estimated cost of 
about US$ 250,000. 

The bridging project should have the following objectives: 

• bringing to an end all on-going activities of MOZ/86/014: 
. extending direct support to the MIE on policy issues; 
. assisting the Government in mobilizing resources for the 

implementation of MOZ/86/014 recommendations, once 
endorsed by the Government; 

• preparing a project document with a foreseen duration of 
3 to 5 years to start at the end of the bridging project. 
Such a project should have a light structure and should 
aim at assisting the Government on policy issues and 
implementation of all approved recommendations of 
MOZ/86/014. 

It is further recommended that the last few months of 
project MOZ/86/014 be devoted to finalizing an executive summary 
of the project's recommendations, which could tentatively be 
organized along the following guidelines: 
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SCOPE OF TECHNICAL REPORT 

Presentation, sUBDaary, etc.; 

A. GENERAL ANTECEDENTS 
1. Econoaic aspects 
2. Social aspects 
3. Political and institutional aspects 
4. Availability of resources 
5. National objectives 

8. SITUATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 
1. Food Processing and Agro-industry 
2. Chemical Industries 
3. Edible Oils and Soaps Industry 
4. Metallurgical Industry 
5. Textile and Clothing Industry 
6. Packaging Industry 
7. Metal Working Industry 

C. DESIRABLE SCENARIO 
1. Description 
2. Assumptions 
:;. Priorities 

D. STRATEGY FOR THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 
1. Legal situation of the companies 
2. Rehabilitation 
3. Hew investments 
4. Study of possibilities for the long term 
5. Development of human resources 
6. Incentives 
7. Spatial dimension of development 
8. Support 
9. Organization 

E. PROGRAMME 
1. General-range measures for the industrial sector 
2. Measures at sub-sector level 
3. Implementation follow-up. 

The 29 items appearing in the annex "E" of this report are 
the result of the work developed during the DP/MOZ/86/014, with 
a significant contribution from the UNIDO Country Director in 
Mozambique. 

For each programme component, a statement of reference shall 
be developed, in Portuguese and in English, containing: 

• basic data; 
• justification; 
. project objectives; 
• beneficiaries; 
• execution modalities; 
• expected results - evaluation; 
• other impacts of the project; 
• inputs requirements. 
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INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS 
DP/MOZ/86/014 

ANNEXES 
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INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS 

Revision 
Code 

A 

B 

c 

D 

..... .:. 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

DP/MOZ/86/014 

ANNEX "A" 

Project Revisions "A" to "L" 

Date 
Signed 

09.Dec.1988 

28.Aug.1989 

29.Nov.1989 

ll.Jan.1990 

30.Apr.1990 

30.Jun.1990 

25.Jul.1990 

30.Nov.1990 

31. Dec .1990 

06.Jan.1992 

05.Jul.1992 

16.Sep.1992 

Amount 
(US$ 1.00) 

611,050 

675,205 

675,205 

696,205 

1,188,000 

1,188,000 

1,188,000 

1,373,500 

1,919,743 

1,919,743 

2,155,549 

2,366,713 
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leports procNcld a,, me Project's EapRrts md CGrwult•ts. 

Title of report, pmper. etc. 

1. '"Al.- li"'8s ,enis di nest~ ortinica dD 
IU£•, a,, "8rco A. d 10liveira w1der siers-l ....-St ofl 
tM Minister of lnclatry md Enef'9Y 

2. Doc. di c...,.. n• 1 - •Mbient• Wsico di procna 
e t,._ferincia di dldos•, a,, F.,.,.. &erelOl'ry • 

C.S.les, Fe.1990. 

I 
I 

etol 

I 
I 
I 

3. Doc. de C...,.. na 2 - "Prapasta di -.. de dldDs rela- I 
cional pera estatfsticas i,.._triais•. a,, F.,.,.. 
Garagorry-tassales - l'V. 1990. 

4. •elat6rio Firml•. a,, Fem...do Gar81orry-Cessales 
Mar.1990. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Tedlnical leport, in ~. draft CClllPl•ted 
capies tiwn to U. Minister. Vic:e-llinisters md 
to die hparsm...t Clliefa of U. •IE. 

Tedlnical report, in Por~. firml wrs1mt, 
capies ti- to all proj1et staff ......_., • a 
part of in-houM training •terial. 

Tedlnical nport. in ~. firml wrsimt of 
a propoul for U. proj1et relati-l data -... 

Tenairml nport, in ~. firml versimt, 
111itt. capr Ant to u. ISO, llllDO, vi .... 

5. Doc. de empo n• 3 • .._. contribuiPC» para • mdicllsl Terairml r.port, •n ~. first draft of a 
di polftica i,.._triat•. a,, Marco A. D'Oliveira. I report of his SICmtd •iuimt to tM Proj1et • 
...... 1990. I 

I 
6. •elat6rio de Visita•. a,, O. Maiua leto • AfW. 1990 I Terairml report, in Port ....... firml version. 

I 
7. Doc. de C...,.. n• 4 - "Pr...-acio • i•l-'acio da I Field ~t. in Por:uguese, report of his 

polftica inclatrial • I. A dlpe11di11cia di factores pro third •inion to the Project. 
4'ttivos i~tados ea revi-lizacio". a,, Marco A.M. 
D'Ol iwira. DK.1990. 

a. Doc. de CMpo n• 5 • "Preperacio e i•l-.tacio di 

polftica inclatrial • II. 5'j)·sector das oleatinosas 
e sallOes•, by Marco A.M. D'Oliwira, Dec.1990. 

9. Doc. de C...,.. n• 6 • apreperacio e i•l-.tacio cla 
pol ftica i,.._trial • 111. lrlll:istriu tixteis e de 

wstu6ri0". a,, ... rco A.M. D10l iwi ra, Dec.1990. 

10 ... elat6rio Ticnico • Pril .. ira •issio", a,, Vladi•iro 
Libeskind, Fe.1991. 

Field ~. in Poc-tuguese, r.port of his 

third •ission to the Project. 

Field ~. in Portuguese, report of his 
third •inion to the Project. 

Technical r.port, in Portuguese, firml version 
of his first •ission to the Proj1et, copies 
9i¥9n to the Minister of the MIE md sent to 
the ISO, llllDO, Vienne. 

11. Doc. de CMpo n• 7 • apr09!'- tri-l de irwntiMn· Field D~t, in Portuguese, report of his 
tos Pll>licos 1990-92•, by ... rco A.M. D'Oliwira, fourth •issimt to the Project • 

... r.1991. 

12. Doc. de c...,.. n• I · •stat- de afectacio de divi1U•I Field D~t. in Port ...... , report of his 
a,, Marco A.M.D'Oliwlra, Mar.1991. I fourth •ission to the Project. 

I 
13. Doc. de C1111po n• 9 • •as zonn francas cc-. IMtn,_,·I Field D~t. in Port ...... , report of his 

tos de polftica i~trlal•, by ... rco A.M. D'Oliveir•,I fourth •ission to the Project • 

... r.1991. I 
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14 ... elat6rio de visita•, by Oct6vio llaizza·leto. 
lllay.1991. 

!5. Doc. de C-.0 n• 10 • ""8cro-pl1nifi~ tentative 

Terminal report, in Por~, final wrsion. 

Field Doa--.t. in Por~. with copi• 1iwn 
~ iNt~o de mpoio w.. pl1nifi~ da irdlstr-i•I to tile Rinister and Vice-lllinister of tlle RIE. and 

• ~i..- para o lnD ~--. br Paalo Lisker. I sent to tile ISO ... IDO. Vienna. 
"'-'.1991. I 

I 
16. Doc. de~ n• 11 • '"Considet~ sobre pl1nifica- I Field Doawt, in~. with copi• 1iwn 

cio do Sector ... Urdlstria) cm tnfue ne atro·irdls· I to tile Rinister and Vice-lllinister of tile RIE, and 

tria para o lnD 2000'". br P.,lo Lisker. Jwt.1991. I sent to tile ISO ... IDO. Vienna. 

I 
17. Doc. de Cllllp» n• 12 • '"Consi~ sobre pl1nifica· I Field ~t. in Por~, with copi• 1iwn 

cio do Sector Pr-ill6rio ate o lnD 2000'". br Paalo 
Lisker, JW'l.1991. 

I to tile Rinister and Yice-lllinister of the RIE, and 

I sent to tile ISO, .. IDO, vi .... 

I 
18. •tec:llnical leport: Rissi., of tile EJlpert ., Atro- I Tedlnical report, in ~. finel wrsi_. 

lraatries Pol icia in Medh• and Lant Tef"ll". br Paalol of his •issi_. as Consul tint for Food Processing 
Lister. Jul.1991. I and Atroi,...try. 

I 
!9. Doc. de Cllllp» n• 13 • .,llnD de Traballlo do Conlultor- Field Doawt, in P~, worllpl1n of his 

br tarlos de llatllias Martins, "9y.1991. 

20. Doc. de CM!pO n• 14 - -D~to lae de Diseu&sio -
Desenvolvimnto de 111 •rco orpnizatiw para a acti
vidlde do Rinisttrio de lrd:istria e Energi.-, by 

Frederick Don.ld ~tts. lllay.1991. 

21. Doc. de Cllllp» n• 15 - "DeMnllolvimnto de 111 .mlo 

de gestio para as actividldes do RIE•, by Frederick 
Danald lernetts, Jul.1991. 

22. •Tec:llnical leport: Rission of the Expert on Gual ity 

23 • .,roject Formulation Fr-rk: Support to the 

ntabli"-'t of the national standards body", br 
tarlos Mathias de Martins, Jul.1991. 

24. Doc. de Cllllp» n• 16 • -Daenvclvimnto de 111 .mlo 

de gestio para es actividades ...,resariais vinculades 
ao RIE • I. Aspectos bUicos•, br Fr1neisco Mornos
Galrin, q.1991. 

25. •Tec:tinical leport: Ch•ical i,.._tries "*"sector", 
by Patrfcio ta1tro·loisier, Aug.1991. 

26. •Technical leport: .. habilitation of •tallur1ical 

indultrin in Moz&lllbique", br Pontllenkandat•t 
IMc&Nen Menon, Sep. 1991. 

27. Doc. de c.., n• 17 • -Dnenvolvimnto de 111 .mlo 

de ... tio para a1 actlvldadn ..,,.nariais vinculades 

ao MIE • II. ConsideracO.S npacfficH", by Fr1nei1co 
MOf'TIM•Gal rin, Oct. 1991. 

•issi_. as Conlultant in Quality Control. 

Field ~t. in PortUfUele. report of Iii• 
first •iuion to the Project. copies 1iwn to 
the Rini1ter and to the Departmnt Cllief1 of 
the RIE. 

Field Doawt, in PortUfUele. final version, 
copies 1iv.n to the Rinister of the MIE and sent 
to the ISO, llllDCi. Vienna. 

Final version, in Port...-n. copies 1iwn to 
the Rinister of the RIE and sent to tile ISO, 
llllDO, Vi .... 

Final version, in fnll isll, copies 1iv.n to the 

Rinister of RIE and Local lllDP, and sent to the 
ISO, llllDO, vi .... 

Field ~t, in PortUfUele, report of lli1 

first •ission to t~e Project. 

Final ver1ion, in Engl ilh. report of Iii• •i11ion 
as Consultant for Ch9ical lndultries. 

Final venion, in Entl isll, report of his •i11ion 

H Consultant for Metallur1ical lndulcry. 

Field D~t. in Pore...-, final ver1ion of 
Ills second •inion to the Project .. coneutt1nt 
in State Participations. 
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21. "£strutur11 pare elll:lor~ dDa relet6rios dDa escudos 
"*-sectorieis•. by ,.,lo ludDlfo ._.ter end 

F.,._. L. Geretorry-C.SS.les. Get. 1991. 

Scape for tile structure for tile Finel leport of 
tile 5'mectonl Studies, Hnt end mppi awed by 

tile ISO. l.lllDO. Vienw. 

29. •recnicel leport: Estlbti"-tt of• stret .. ic FiMl ftf'lion. in~. report of his 
dftelas-nt ,....,._ for uacuti,,.. of llDlelllbi.,.-. by •iuion • Consultmt for l,.._triel .... , 1t 

Ant6nio Cerlos Sentos lose. Rer. 1992. Drftlae-nt. 

30. Doc. de ClllPO n• 11 - "lleceUidedes de reebil itecio 
de irwt•l•~ies i,...tri•is•. by Vledi•iro Libeskind • 
...... 1992. 

31. •Tecllnicel leport: Sim-sector de 6leos a.ntfveis e 
ubies • lelet6rio de deserwalvi.mo-. by Vitor 
liurro .... r. 1992. 

Field D~. in Portuguese. finel wrsion of 
his secand •iuion to the Project. 

Terminel report. in Portuguese. of his •iuion 
Consultmt for Edible Oils end 509pS 1,.._try. 

32. Doc. de ClllPO n• 19 - "Corwi~ sabre • 11 IDDA. Field ~. in Port ...... put of his 
• int .. recio de ~ique • o Projecto de Polftice report of his first •inion to tile Project. 
lnriatri•l • Ajust_,tos lrwtitucioneis•. by Mari• 
El- l{Jqlpeln de Al•idli, Afr. 1992. 

33. lel•t6rio Hcnico: ~fdios pmr• • elll:lorecio de Terminel report, in Port ..... , finel wrsion 
.- ntr•t6ti• de polftice inmatriel pmre ~i.,.-1 of his first •inion to tile Project. 
by ... ria El- l{Jqlpeln de Al•idli, Ray.1992. I 

I 
34. Doc. de ClllPO n• 20: "£aperiincies no cleufwolvimnto I 

de bnes de dedas no "inistlrio de lrdlatria • &wrti•I 
• Ener1i••, by Ferrwtdo Ger990rry·Cessales, Rey.1992. I 

I 
35. Doc. de ClllPO n• 21 • .,olftice de locali~ inria· I 

triel • epoio eo deserwolvimnto r .. ionel de ~i·I 

.,.-, by S1r1io Sou, Rey. 1992. I 
I 

36. lelat6rio Tknico: -Oeurwolvimnto dli pr~ de --1 
b9l...-•, by Ernesto Pichler, lrwtituto de P-.ises I 
Tecnol69icas do Estado de Sio Paulo • IPT • lresil, I 
q.1992. I 

I 
37. Doc. de ClllPO nl 22 • "Contribui'6es pmra e al iM dol 

Projecto de leaul-to sobr• Zones francu lnria· I 
triais • ~i.,.-, by Clof Ubes, sep.1992. I 

I 
31. Doc. de ClllPO n• 23 • .,roposta pmr• • cri~ de wi I 

c...tro de info~ inriatrial no "inistlrio de In· I 
ut,.;1 • Ener1i••, by fernendo Gereaorry·C.SS.la, 
Get. 1992. 

I 
I 
I 

field ~t. in Port ..... , copies 9iYW1 to 
tile "inister of tile "IE end sant to tile ISO. 

l.lllDO. Vienw. 

Field Doeu11nt, in Spmnish end Port ..... , f inel 
wrsion of his •ission es tonsulunt in 
lnillstriel Specializetion Poles. 

Tldlnicel report, in Port...,..., finel version 
of his •ission es Consultant for Peckeaina 
lnriatry. 

field DOCUlllnt, in Port...,..., Mith copy 9iv.n 
to the "inister of th• "IE. 

Field Doeu11nt, in Port...,..., Mith copin 9iYW1 
to tile "inistar end Vice-Minister of the MtE end 

s.nt to the ISO, llllDO, Vienne. 

39. Doc. de ClllPO n• 24 • AltwW mtecedenta sobre o M-1 field DOCU11nt. in Port_..., Mith copia 9iYW1 
sector •t•lo·mdnico-, by -'or .. -.rel end fernendo I to tlle "inister of tlle MIE end sant to tlle ISO, 
L. Geretorry·Cessaln, Nov. 1992. I l.lllDO, Viema. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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40. lelat6ri.o Tknico: "£studio prel i•irwr del sector •
talmdnieo y datos para l• preparaci6n de un progr•
• de dnarrollo inclatrial en ~ique", by lliguel 
A ldD Sol ocltClllSky, llO\t. 1992. 

41. Doc. de Cl!llpO n• 25 - •Letis: .... de d9dos de letis
l~ inclatri•l•. by Angelo Sitole and Fenwtdo L. 

Garagorry-tassaln. Dec.1992. 

Ted!nical leport. in Spanish, of his first 
I •inion to the Project n Consultmnt for llet•l 
I WOrking INatriel 5'b-Sector. 

I 
I 
I Field ~t. in Porb.911M, 111ith copi• tiwn 
I to lllE andlt sent to the ISO and IPTC/TP/llF, 
I 111100, vi .... 

I 
42. Doc. de Cl!llpO n• 26 -

jecto DP/llOZ/86/014•. 

•hie, 5ep.1992. 

"CanclUIOes prel i•ineres do pro· I 
by llari• El- lrqlpeln de Al- I 

I 
I 

Field ~.·, in Portuguese, part of his nport 

of his second "inion to the Project. 

43. Doc. de Cl!llpO n• 27 - •ecOllel~Oes par• ~ ntratf-1 Field ~t. in Portuguese, part of his nport 
ti• da iraatri• •limnt•r e .. ro-irdatrial•, by Ila- I of his second •inion to the Project. 

ri• Elena lrqlpeln de Al•ida, Dec.1992. I 
I 
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Reports ~ by tile letionel Cansultency Firm <Austr•l end Mecol> 

Title of report. peper. etc. 

A. SllDT Cll FOOD PIOCESSllG AID AGIO-llllUSTRIAL SUI· 

SECTOR <Austral). 

- "Estudo u11pftl•ivo do $W)-sector de irDiltri• eli-1 Ca11puhensive Study of tile Food Proceuine end 

mnter e .. ro-ird.lstriel ... l~o des ectividedes I Agro-lrdatriel SUb-Sector. First interi• Report. 
desenvolvides de os_1ov_ 1990 • os_Fev_ 1991•. Pri•i-I in PortullUeH. Feb- 1991. 
ro relet6rio. Feb.1991. I 

I 
- "Estudo c.a11puensivo do MO-sector de irdatri• eli-I s-. first version of tile Second lnteri• Report. 

mnter e egro-ird.lstriel - Diegn6stico do SW-sector! in Portuguese. Apr. 1991. 
- Second lnteri• Report. Apr.1991. I 

I 
- "Estudo cmpreensivo do MO-sector de irdatri• el i-I s-. second version of tile Second lnteri• 

mnter e egro-ird.lstriel • Diegn6stico do SUb-sectorl Report. copy sent to tile ISO. tMIDO. Vi..,.. 
·Second lnteri• Report. Aug.1991. I In Portuguese. Aug. 1991. 

I 
• "Estudo cmpreensivo do MO-sector de irdlstri• el i· I s-. Devel~t Plen. Draft Final Report. in 

mnter e qro·irQ,strial • Pleno de 0-lvimnto· Port.,ne, sep. 1991. 
Draft Final Report•. sep. 1991. 

I. SllDY ON METALLURGICAL lllDUSTRY SUl·SECTCll CAustru) 

• "Estudo cmpreensivo do sub-sector de irdatria •· 
t•lUrgica. Diegn6stico do SUI-sector, SUl6rio Exe· 
cutivo (Slides)•. Jul.1991. 

• "Estudo cmpreensivo do sim·sector de indUstri• •· 
telurgica, Diegn6stico do SUb·sector•, Jul.1991. 

• "Estudo cmpreensivo do sim-sector de irdatri• •· 
telwgica, Pleno di Desenvolvimnto do SUb-Sector•, 
lov.1991. 

c. STillY Cll EDIBLE OILS AID ~s lllDUSTRIES (Aultrel). 

• "E1tudo cmpr ... ivo do sub-sector dos 6leoa cmn· 
tfveis • NbOes, Diegn6stico do SUb·sector, SWl6rio 
Eucutivo <Slides)•. Flb.1992. 

• "Escudo cmpr ... ivo do sub-sector dos 6leoa cmn· 
tfveis • Nb6es. P•rt• :, Minuie do Di..,.tico do 

5'.0-sec:tor-, Feb.1992. 

• "Estudo cmpr ... ivo do IUb·sector dos 6leos cmn· 
tfveis • sab6es, Relat6rio Final <Draft) • Parte I· 
Diatn6ftico do SUb·sector (Voll.lie I), Part• II· D•· 
senvolvimnto do S\A>·sector CVol1.11e II), Part• Ill· 
AneXOI (Voll.lie 111)• • May, 1992. 

Callpr.tl-ive Study on tile Metel lurgical 
Industry. SUb-Sector Diqnosis Ctrensparenc• 
fit .. ), in Portuguese. Jul. 1991. 

s-. SIAJ·Sector Diagnosis, in Portuguese, Jul. 

1991. 

Sam, SUb·Sector Devel~t Plen, in Portuguese. 
lov. 1991. 

Cmprlhenaive Study on the Edible Oils end Soaps 

SIAJ·Sector Study. SUb·Sector Dlqnosis 
(trensparence fit .. ), in Portuguese, Feb. 1992. 

Salle, Part one. Draft of tile SUb•Sector Dlqnosis 

in Portugues•, Fib. 1992. 

s.... Draft final Report, tllrn voll.lleS. In 
portuguese, May 1992. 



Title of report, peper. etc. 

• "£studD CGllPl WWW•ivo clD sub-sector dos 6leos cws
tfveis e Sllbiies. Relat6rio Final - Parte I- Di-.nOs-1 
tico clD 51.D-sector (VolUle n. Parte 11- Desenwolvi-I 
mnto clD Sl.D-sector (Volume 11 >. Parte 111- Anello& I 

(VOlUle 111>·. Sep.1992. I 

I 
I 

D. ST\DT Cll TtxTILE All) CLOTllllG llllUSTIT SUI-SECTOR I 
(Austral). I 

I 
- "£studo C:GllPl'Hl•ivo do sub-sector di irdlatria tu-I 

ti l e clD vestu6rio, Di-.nOstico clD 51.D-sector. 5&116-1 
rio uecutivo (Slides)•. Apr. 1992. I 

I 
• "£studo C:GllPI Hl•ivo clD sub-sector di irdlatria tu-I 

t1l e clD vestu6rio, Diagn6stico clD SW-sector. Par- I 
te 1•. Apr.1992. I 

I 
• "fstudo CGllPl'eensivo clD sub-sector di irdlatria tu-I 

til e clD vestu6rio, Relat6rio Final (Draft), Parte I 
I- Di8gn6stico clD 5'j)-Sector, Parte II· Desenvolvi· I 
mnto clD SW-Sector-. ""'· 1992. I 

I 

Sllle, Final Report, four vol&meS. In portuguese, 
uec:utive -ry in Er11l ish, Sep. 1992. 

Calpr....,_i,,. Study on the futile n Clothi,. 
Industry SW-Sector, SW-Sector Diagnosis 

(tr-.perence fil•>, in Portuguese. Apr. 1992. 

Selle, 51.D-Sector Diagnosis, Part 1. in Portuguese 
Apr. 1992. 

Selle, Draft Final Report, tNO vol-, in 

Pt>rtuguese, uecutive .-ry in English, ""'· 
1992. 

• "£studo CGllPl'eensivo clD sub-sector di irdlatria tu· I s-. Final Report. two vol-. in Portuguese. 
ti I e clD vestu6rio, lelat6rio Final. Parte I • Di at· I executive s~ry in English, Sep. 1992. 
n6stico clD SW·Sector. Parte II · Deserwolvimnto clDI 
SW-Sector•. Sep.1992. I 

I 
I 

E. ST\DT Oii PACUGlllG llllUSTIT SUI-SECTOR (Austral). I 
I 

• •Estudo CClllllP"eensivo clD !Rb-sector di indUltria di I tonipr....,.ive Study on the Packging Industry s~-

ellllbalagena. Diagn6stico clD SW-sector. Part• I· W·I Sector. 51.D-Sator Diagnosis. two volUlel, in 
lise do 5'j)·sector. Part• II· Wlise dos R..,.•, I Portuguese. May 1992 • 
....,. 1992. I 

I 
• "£studo "•1t,reensivo do u·sector da incMltri1 de I s-, !>raft Final Report, tw volUlel, in 

-.lagena, Relat6rio Final <Draft>, Parte I • Diog· I Portuguese, executive su..ry in English, llov. 

n6stico do S~·sector, Parte II • Dn.wolvimnto do 1992. 
SW-sector•, llov.1992. 

f. STWT Oii tllEMIC'_.L lllDUSTRIES SUl·SECTCIR (Macol). 

• •Estudo COllPf'..,,.ivo do sub-sector dis lrdlatrlas 

quf•lcu. Rel1t6rlo di Progrnso", Jul .1991. 

• "Estudo CClllPf'..,,.lVO do u·uctor dis lrdlatrl11 
quf•icas, Diagn6stico do ~Sector, Su16rlo Execu· 
tlvo <Sl lcles>•, JW'l.1991. 

Collpreh.nsive Study on th• Ch•ical l,._tries, 

Progrus Report, in Portuguese, Jul. 1991. 

S-, SW-Sector Diagnosi1 (transpe.-ence fll•>, 

in Portuguese, ""'· 1991. 



Title of i-eport. peper. etc. 

- "Estud_D comp Ht•ivo do am-sector das iraatrias 
ta1f•icas. Relet6rio prel i•inar. 1 • Perte - Wl in 
do sub-sector. 2• Perte • Wl in dos R-. 3• Per· 
te • Wlise das £....-(Tama 1 e 2>•. Jul.1991, 

• "Estudo comp Hl•ivo do aub-sec:tor des indiiatrias 
~f•icas, "inute do Rel~t6rio Finel, Volme I - W
lise do SW>-sector (lov.1991), Volme II - Wl ise 
dos Rems (Clut.1991), Vol~ Ill - W~ise du Ell
presas (Sep.1991), Volme JV • AnHN (Meio.1992). 

s..e. Jnteri• Report, four volYlltS, in Portuguese 
Jul. 1991. 

Selle, Dreft Finel Report, four vol.._., in 
Por~. executive ~ry in English, Mey 

1992. 



Equi,_nt it-
(Gfve country of origin. ff elreldv knoMn>I 

1. car Toyote Corolle 1.3 l (S.,.zilend>. 
plates MLS·91·94. 

2. Photocopyi"I Medline. Xeroa 1025 Zomi. 
(S..Zilend). 

3. Two typewriters, Xerox 6001 
(Sweziland>. 
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Equi~t List 

Cost 
Budget I Actuel 

us 12.000 E 21.388 

us 5,000 E 12,000 

us 3,000 E 3,800 

4. car Toyota Corolle 1.6 GL (Swazilend), US 12,000 E 31,235 
plates MLN·08·70. 

5. 18" PS/2 Mod. 8555·X61, Colour Display 
Mod. 8513, Keyboerd, cebles, Est. FOO 
1.2Mb 5.25", DOS 3.3, OS/2 1.1, HP 
laserjet Ill w/cable & toner, end HP 
Plotter Color·Pro w/HP Graphics extens. 
tit, ..,.,.l, cover & ceble (Austria). 

6. TOlhiba T3100SX. 40Mb HOO, with 
rechergeeble betteries, llOda & parts. 

7. Telephone Switch Boerd, Electrical 
POiier Stetion end Telefax. 

8. Two <2> Pr-inter Table 601170; One (1) 
Table 60x70; TllO <2> Computer Table 
150•70; One <1> Dre.,.r; TllO <2> Chair 
Typist; One <1> Chelr Draught1119n; one 
(1) Mouse, IBM, for PS/2; One (1) UPS 
SEllDOll, 350 VA; Two (2) UPS SEllOON, 
1 KVA 

9. IBM PS/2 Display Adapter Cerd 

us 6,000 IAS 140,128 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~s 9,000 1us 8,716 

I 
I 
I 
I 

us 12,700 IDM 16.840 
l<US 9,623) 

I 
I 

us 6,ooo 1us 5,384 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

us ~o 1us 750 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Delivery dete •-rta 
Scheduled I Actuel (est) (include order dete> 

JUN.89 14 • .KM.89 

SEP.89 12.SEP.89 

SEP.89 12.SEP.89 

NOV.89 30.NOV.89 

JAN.90 MAT.90 

FEB.91 IWl.91 

JUL.91 JUL.91 

FEB.91 IWl.91 

JUL.91 JUL.91 

Order dete 11.MT .89 

Order dete 25.AUri.89 

Order dete 25.AUri.89 

Order dete 04.NOV.89 

Proj. Req. 04.0CT .89 
Vendor Offer 0254·89CR 
14.NOV.89. 
Purchese Order 15·9·11118M 
oa.oec.89. 

Field Purchase Order 
1/DP/MOZ/~/014·91 

Order Dete 31.JAll.91 
MOD 19·1·08616. 

FPO 2/91•DP/MOZ/16/014 
Order D•t• 14/03/91 
MOO 19· 1 ·08666. 

FPO 3/MOZ/16/014/90. 
Order Date 28.DEC.90 
MOD 19·0·09341. 

MOO 19-1-08751 
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INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS 

DP/MOZ/86/014 

ANNEX "E" 

REPUBLIC OF MOZAMBIQUE 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

LIST OF COMPONENTS1 

01. Design and execute a BRIDGE-PROJECT (6 months) to maintain 
direct assistance to the Government, specially to the Ministry 
of Industry and Energy, on industrial policy issues, while 
linking Project "Industrial Policy and Institutional Adjustments 
- DP/MOZ/86/014", which is coming to an end by May 1993, and the 
beginning of a new Project "Industrial Policy - Phase II". 

02. Design and execute a Project "INDUSTRIAL POLICY - PHASE II" 
(3 - 5 years) to maintain direct assistance to the Government, 
specially to the Ministry of Industry and Energy, on industrial 
policy issues and on implementing all the recommendations of 
Project "Industrial Policy and Institutional Adjustments" which 
were transformed into Government decisions/policies. 

J3. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY NATIONAL COUNCIL ( Conselho Nacional 
de Politica de Desenvolvimento Industrial), its Secretariat and 
its linkages at national level. 

04. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY NATIONAL COUNCIL (Conselho 
Nacional de Politica Cientifica e Tecnol6gica), its Secretariat 
and its linkages at national and international levels. 

05. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT NATIONAL PROGRAMME (Programa Nacional de 
Desenvol vimento de Gestores) , its National Board, its Secretariat 
and its linkages at national and international levels. 

06. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
INDUSTRIAL VOCATIONAL NATIONAL PROGRAMME (Programa Nacional de 

1 list updated in Maputo, March 1993 
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Formac;ao de Mao-de-Obra Industrial) , its National Board, its 
Secretariat and its linkages at national and international 
levels. 

07. ASsist the Government to implement the INDUSTRIAL 
INFORMATION CENTRE (Centro de Inf ormac;oes Industriais) as a 
component of the new structure of the Ministry of Industry and 
Energy, as designed by Project "Industrial Policy and 
Institutional Adjustments". 

08. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
MAPUTO CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, the BEIRA CORRIDOR 
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, the NACALA CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
and the ZAMBEZI RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. 

09. Assist the Government to design, organize and execute an 
Action Plan for the implementation of the EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES 
PROGRAMME for the ports of Maputo, Beira and Nacala. 

10. Assist the Government to revise the whole set of investment 
opportunities identified by the Sub-Sectoral Studies executed 
under Project "Industrial Policy and Institutional Adjustments" 
and to prepare from them a Set of INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT PROJECT 
PROFILES. 

11. Assist the Government to prepare a special edition of the 
INVESTORS GUIDE. 

12. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement an 
INVESTMENT PROMOTION SEMINAR (or FORUM) , to be promoted by UNIDO 
in Paris, by mid-1994. 

13. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement an 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTION aimed to supply 
industrial credit as well as venture capital all along a 
long-term industrial development process. 

14. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement a 
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTION aimed to support 
a broad process of generation of micro and small-scale 
enterprises all over the Country and to facilitate their access 
to credit. 

15. Assist the Government to implement the NATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF METROLOGY, STANDARDIZATION, QUALITY CERTIFICATION AND 
MANAGEMENT (INNOQ Instituto Nacional de Metrologia, 
Normalizayao, Certificayao e Gestao da Qualidade), as designed 
by Project "Industrial Policy and Institutional Adjustments", 
comprehending its National Board, its Secretariat, its 
laboratories and its documentation centre. 

16. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPES FOR LOCAL 
INDUSTRY ( PRODIL - Insti tuto Nacional de Oesenvol vimento de 
Prot6tipos para a Industria Local), as a centre of adaptation, 
research and development of industrial technology, as an official 
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laboratory for industry and as a training centre for industrial 
extensionists. 

17. Assist the Government to discuss and adapt the Basic Law on 
Industrial Property as well as to design, organize and implement 
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY ( INPI - Insti tuto 
Nacional de Propriedade Industrial), its National Board, its 
Secretariat and its documentation centre. 

18. Assist the Government on the institutional remodelling of 
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL INDUSTRY 
( IDIL - Insti tuto Nacional de Desenvol vimento da Industria 
Local), which will aim to redefine its functions as the 
responsible for the promotion and assistance to micro- and 
small-scale industries, by promoting its decentralization to the 
provinces and by looking for its self-sustainability (both at 
central and provincial levels). 

19. Assist the Government to design and to implement a self
sustainable model of institutional development for the INDUSTRIAL 
TRAINING CENTRE ( CFI - Centro de Formac;ao Industrial) , as a 
Centre devoted to the development of human resources in 
management. 

20. Assist the Government to design and to implement a set of 
policy measures aiming at the DEREGULATION OF THE ECONOMY with 
the objective to create an enabling environment for the 
consolidation and expansion of the private sector. 

21. Assist the Government to design, organize and implement the 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT component of 
the national environmental policy, both at the level of 
designing, adapting and discussing adequate environment 
legislation as well as at the level of institutional building 
approach to the National Environment Commission in its linkages 
to the Ministry of Industry and Energy and to other branches of 
Government responsible for some other segments of industry. 

22. Assist the INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION OF MOZAMBIQUE (AIMO -
Associac;ao Industrial de Moc;ambique) to design, organize and 
implement an institutional building strategy, so as to behave as 
the authentic representative of the industrial enterprises and 
of the industrial entrepreneurs established in Mozambique, in its 
interrelations with governmental institutions and other segments 
of society, such as, banks, labour unions and international 
organizations • 

23. Assist the Government to structure and implement the 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL LOCATION POLICY (Politica Nacional de 
Localizac;ao Industrial), as conceived by Project "Industrial 
Policy and Institutional Adjustments". 

24. Assist the Government to structure and to implement the 
STATE HOLDING COMPANIES ( SPE - Sociedades de Participac;oes 
Empresariais do Estado), as conceived by Project "Industrial 
Policy and Institutional Adjustments". 
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25. Assist the Government to implement the new structure of the 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND ENERGY, as conceived with the assistance 
of Project "Industrial Policy and Institutional Adjustments", 
mainly in training Mozambican professionals for the newly needed 
functions and activities to be performed. 

26. Assist the Government to design, discuss and impleaent the 
INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT INCENTIVES NATIONAL POLICY. Such a policy 
should comprehend the reduction and exemption of taxes, the 
repatriation of profits and the depreciation rates. 

27. Assist the Government to design, discuss and iaplement an 
INFANT INDUSTRIES PROTECTION POLICY. Such a policy should 
offer a series of fiscal, custoJIS and credit incentives, for 
newly established enterprises, under the condition that 
end-products meet minimal quality standards, as defined by INNOQ, 
to be allowed into the domestic market. 

28. Assist both Governments to design, structure and implement 
the international component of an ECDC - Economic Cooperation 
among Developing Countries process, compatible with and in the 
light of the Industrial Cooperation Programme to be signed by 
BRAZIL and MOZAMBIQUE. 

29. Assist both Governments to design, structure and implement 
the international component of an Industrial Cooperation 
Programme to be signed by PORTUGAL and MOZAMBIQUE. 

30. Assist the 
structure and 
Development. 

Government, 
implement a 

jointly with FAO, to design, 
Programme on AGRO-INDUSTRIAL 


